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AMERICANS IN THE LEAD

NEED MORE MONEY

(

In

Historical Olympic Games United
States Standi First' In Most
Events.

EXPENSES

HEAVY

IK

,

THE

CITY

f

1 RAFFIC

Athens, May 1. Americans have al. number
of
ready won a the
-greatest
1.
I
l
i
l
eveniu in me uiyuiyic games. ml...
inoj,
Greeks come next, with tne swedes
third and English 'fourth. The superis
iority of the individual American
acknowledged, but the defeated athe-lete- s
are endeavoring to find some solace in the fact that Americans had
many strings to their bow and held a
large superiority in numbers in nearly
all events. The various finals' are beARE
BOATS
ing decided today preparatory to the
Marathon race, the great event of the
comgames. There will be forty-severun, which Estimated 10,000 Longshore- petitors in this
starts from Marathon at 3 o'clock this
men Refused to Report
afternoon and finishes at the Stadium.
Canadian Jakes First Honors.
for Work.
Athens, May 1. The Marathon foot
race was won by Harrlng, of Canada,
Duluth, Minn., May 1. The great
today. Time, 2 hours, 51 minutes, 23
seconds.. Swamberg, Sweden, sec- lakes mariners strike was officially in'
ond, eight yards behind the Canadian. augurated at the head of the lakes
went
at midnight. All
out but the tug men not being notiSTEAMER FOUNDERS. fied are working as usual
today.
Scene
of
Strike.
Chicago
To
Men
Go
Four
Bottom With Sinking
Excursion Vessel Struck SubChicago, May 1. At midnight all
members of the
union
merged Rock.
of south Chicago, numbering about
3,000 men, quit work in response to
Guernsey. Channel Islands. May 1.Striking a submerged rock while in the general strike order.
Tie-Uon Lake Erie.
channel immediately after leaving the
Island of Sark, the passenger steamer
Cleveland,
Ohio, May 1. Every
Courier foundered and sank to the bot- member of the international
longtom, drowning three members of the shoremen,
marine and
transport
crew and one passenger. The balance workers unions,
employed on boats of
of those on board took to the open members of the Lake Carriers Assoboats and were later rescued.
ciation quit work at midnight and today not a pound of coal or grain is
being handled from the port of CleveSTREET RIOTS
land. The same condition exists pracRESULT FATALLY tically everywhere on Lake Erie. In
Cleveland 4,000 men are directly afWarsaw Resembles City of the Dead fected, 1,000 of whom are seamen.
Strike Failed Materialize.
'

Fund Appropriated
for Relief Nearly Gone.

SHE

San Francisco, May

1.

For tin: first

timj since the earthquake and fire the
street lights last night gleamed In
nearly all portions of the cUy. The
electric light companies of the PoLero
plant, which was practically uninjured,
turned on the lights in the Potero district in the southern part of tfie city.
The company announced '.hat there
will be several arc lamps In operation
throughout the unburneJ section cf
the city tonight, operated from the Potero planf, and they claim that the
plant, will be able to supply th entire
unburned district of the city.
Last night was the warmest sine?
the thousands of people have been
compelled to camp In the open. In
nearly all cases the homeless are now
.?

Troubles

Along
Great Lakes.

5

long-shorem-

's

-

p

well provided with warm bedding ann
are comfortably housed in tents, but
the food question is causing the authorities much worry.
Disposition of Funds.
Washington, May i. James D. Phe-lan- ,
chairman of the finance commit
tee of San Francisco, has been in telegraphic communication with SecreDYNAMITE EXPLOSION.
tary Taft regarding the government
1.
Three
Warsaw,
policemen
May
appropriation. Phelan Is inquiring to
were killed in the streets during the Plot to Wreck Home of Assistant
w;hat extent, if any, the finance comManager of the Cananea Copper
mittee could expect to handle the gov- nigh I but the threatened long May day
not
War
have
outbreaks
materialized.
Company Successful. . ; ,
ernment appropriation. Taft replied
that although without lawful authority, saw is like a city of the dead. The
Cananea, Mexico, May 1 A ' dynahe had ordered sent to San Francisco shops and restaurants are all closed.
rations costing' two hundred thousand No cabs or street cars are running and mite explosion undoubtedly the result
of a carefully planned and executed
dollars, tentage, blankets, cots and no newspapers are being sold.
plot Saturday night wrecked the home
a
than
more
million,
bedding costing
of Harry ' Kirk, ' assistant" manager o
and medical stores costing a hundred
the mining division of the Cananea
and fifty 'thousand. Transportation KING EDWARD
cost one hundred and fifty thousand
INJURED Consolidated Copper Company, and almost fatally injured Mr. Kirk.
more. Congress ratified this "action
Kirk, who is the brother of James
and appropriated two and a half mil- Suffers Severely by Fall While on
vice president and manager of
lion dollars and authorized Taft to use
Kirk,
Victoria
Yacht
ExaggerRoyal
Cananea
(he
and
Copper Company mining
this, not only for subsistence
ated Rumor.
division was alone at his home at tho
stores, but also for the transportation
time of .the explosion.
He Was renof troops asked for by General Greeley
Naples, May 1. The fact that King
and Mayor Schmltz.
Edward had a serious fall on the stairs dered unconscious and several hours
Money Almost Gone.
of his royal yacht Victoria yesterday later was taken, still senseless, from
There Is left availahle not to exceed before leaving for Veslvlus has caused the demolished ruins of Ms home. He
seven hundred thousand dollars, which,
exaggerated rumors as to his condition. was taken to the hospital and revived
under the law, can be expended only It is said today, however, that the when it was discovered that his infor rations, quartermasters' and medi king is not badly injured.
juries were not serious. The general
cal supplies and .the transportation of
opinion ia that the attempt was made
troops. This can be expended only
by several Mexicans who have just
been discharged from the employ of
through lawful agents of the War De
QUIET IS REGAINED.
the company, but there Is no proof to
partment. Consequently Taft has no
authority to turn 'over the money to After Shooting Affray Yesterday For sustain this theory. Kirk was one of
the committees. As president of the
the best liked men in town and the
eign Miners Are Cowed.
Red Cross Society, Taft has forwarded
Mount Carmel, Pa., May 1. Abso outrage has created considerable exby telegram three hundred thousand lute quiet prevails here this morning, citement.
dollars out of the funds of that elo- following the shooting of a number of
clety and is prepared to order the re foreign miners yesterday by a detachREMAINS A MYSTERY.
mittance of more.
ment of the state constabulary. None
Shylocks' Troubles Begun.
of the victims are dead today but four
San Francisco, May 1 Money brok- of them are thought to be fatally in Cause of Quarrel Resulting in Fatal
ers are now confronted with a serious jured.
Shooting Affray Being Carefully
problem, especially those who month
Suppressed.
after month have been in the habit of
advancing salaries to municipal em food were on the way. If this proves
Deming, N. M., April 30. The true
ployes. Today is pay day In many de- true, there will be barely enough to reason for the quarrel which lead up
partments, the day on which brokers last more than another week, before to the fatal shooting affray resulting
have been in the habit of presenting a condition of famine will
again pre- In the death of County Superintendent
their demands and collecting from two sent itself to the survivors of the of Schools U. Francis Duff, and the seto five per cent commission. Between
vere injury of Professor Dickey has
the fire and the earthquake many as. earthquake.
not yet become known and the few
New City Building.
slgnments were destroyed and Auditor
who are familiar with the circum
Fran1.
San
Snn Francisco,, May
Horton is beselged by anxious brokers
stances of the quarrel say nothing will
who are demanding that he accept a cisco is to build a. new city hall at be known until after the meeting of
substitute for their missing powers of once, only a temporary structure, but
the grand jury, even should action be
one that will do away with the neattorney, but he refuses. Sixty per cent
taken
by that time.
of the city's servants draw their sal cessity of paying the high rent which
Friends Constant.
availis
owners of whatever property
aries through brokers.
It is not believed the close friends
will
to
It
inclined
are
able
charge.
Surrounding Towns Need Money.
school who were in the possession of the se
Oakland, May 1. Governor Pardee be built on the old Lincoln
be of crets of either of the parties to the
will
and
on
Street
Fifth
site
who Just returned from a trip to Santa
work quarrtd will reveaLthe reasons. While
Rosa, said today that the pressing corrugated iron or steel frame
many claim to know the real cause of
offices.
all
and
contain
the city
need in Santa Rosa is money. The
the hatred, existing between the two
False Reports Responsible.
debris and wreckage of many build
men, they generally feel that little can
fogs must be cleared away before buai
."The information was spread broad- be accomplished by making the matter
ness can be resumed. It is estimated cast", several days ago that we had public and therefore refuse to " talk,
that $147,000 will be required In this more food stuffs than we could find ft is believed this afternoon that Prowork. There Is a call for $25,000 or use for, and that perishable goods fessor Dickey will recover.
A re were
$30,000 for Immediate needs.
being hauled away and dumped
port has been received from San Jose into the bay. As a result of this, there
CLERKS SUSPENDED.
which also suffered severely, which have been almost no provisions sent
says the local relief fund Is ample to in here for some tdme," said the may'
provide for all citizens as well as all or. "It is certain to those on the Collieries Closing Causes Office Em.
ployes to Take Forced
.refugees from San Francisco. A t A ground that .this city will not regain
Vacation.
Insane asylum where great dam. its normal condition as regards to sup'
age was done, most of the inmates are plies for many days, and in the mean
now living in tents. Little ha3 been time some care must be taken that
Shamokin, Pa., May 1. A large number of shippers and clerks were sus
hoard from Salinas and other places help is given us."
wrecked but as yet no appeals for out
pended today on the Shamokin division
Lack of Money Hampers Relief.
of the Philadelphia & Reading Railside assistance, have been made. As a result of a shortage in the ap road until
V
the collieries resume work,
Provisions Scarce.
for street cleaning purpos
proprlation
"San Francisco May 1. In spite of
1,000 men who had been
DAMAGE BY TORNADO.
the enormous quantities of food stuffs es, nearly
that department were
by
employed
rushed into this city since the earth'
board
The
turned away last night.
Oxford, Neb., May 1. Telegraph and
quake, there can be no let up In the
still retains many employes, however,
or
th
of
unfortuwires are down, a number
provisions
telephone
sending
Is
work of clearing up
being of residences
nate people of the city will suffer and the as
toppled to the street, and
rapidly as possible.
pushed
many persons are seriously although
greatly from famine. So far over 700
List of Dead.
not fatally Injured by a tornado which
freight car loads of food have 'been
"divided among the needy sufferers, and . Santa Rosa, Cal., May 1. The list struck Furnas County last night, do
a statement by Mayor. Schmitz based of dead and missing here now reaches tag much damage. The storm arose
on knowledge from various railroad a total of 77. The last body found was without notice, the wind sweeping
a
companies and telegrams he had re that of Mrs, Augusta S. Rogers, - down from an almost clear sky, and
causing the greatest excitement
ceived states that only ai8 cars oi dressmaker.
.
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INDIAN APPROPRIATION
BILL CONSIDERED

UPRISING

Senate Discusses
Smoot
Reaches No Conclusion
Memorial.

THREATENS PARIS

Washington,
May l.Representa-tivSherman Immediately
after the
approval of the House Journal asked
immediate consent to take the Indian
appropriation bill from the speaker's
r
in the Senate amendtable,
ment and send the bill to conference.
Representative Williams facetiously
remarked that "a girl in Arizona had
been asleep for seven weeks, but on
GUARD
EMBASSY awakening, found to her disgust that
the statehood bill had been asleep
longer than that and returned to sleep,
and therefore he would have to insist
Police Muster All Available on his
objection." The bill will now
Forces to Prevent Trouble have to be considered by the House.
Smoot Case Discussed.
"Procession Broken up.
Washington, May 1. The Senate
committee on privileges and elections
Paris, May 1. Owing to the ex- today discussed the case of Senator
citement at the Place de la Republique Smoot, but reached no conclusion. The
where many workmen had gathered, committee will meet again Friday.
"To the Land of Sunshine" Apprecitroops were summoned and over a
ated.
hundred arrests were made. A detachto" the New Mexican.
Special
ment of troops has just taken a poWashington, May "1. The House
sition around the Bank of France.
on territories today passed
committee
Several troops of cavalry and a
a
unanimous
resolution thanking the
number of Infantry regiments have
taken the positions assigned to them Bureau of Immigration of New Mexico and its secretary for copies of the
throughout Paris and in the outskirts
book entitled "To the Land of Sunof the city, as a precaution
against shine,"
containing information con
any May day disturbances.
the resources, conditions-ancerning
Battle With Police.
of tho Territory, and exindustries
The striking printers attempted to
lis
pressing
great appreciation of the
march from their labor headquarters
work.
singiaig revolutionary songs. They
New Mexico Pensions.
attacked the police who Intervened
and the latter were compelled to draw Special to the New Mexlca.ii.
their revolvers. The procession then Washington, May 1. Tho President
by
was broken up. A police guard has today signed tho bill introduced
been stationed at the American em- Delegate Andrews and passed by both
Houses of.Congress, granting a pension
bassy.
of $24 per month Lo John C. Anderson,
Mobs Fill Streets.
of New Mexico. Owkig to the work
Paris, May 1. The Place do la
of Delegate W. H. Andrews, the fol
now
is
a scene of continuous arrests.
The number of disor- lowing pensions for New Mexico citizens have been allowed by the penderly persons has already increased sion division of the
Department of the
by several thousands.
Rebecca. Clover, of Itatou, 58
Interior:
Cavalry Charges Strikers.
per month, from January 2(!, 1906, and
(Bulletin) 3 p. m., May 1.
. Paris,
accrued
pension; Smith 11. Simpson,
A procession of strikers carrying a
of Taos, $12 per month from March
black flag was charged by
A fight followed in which the flag was 23, 1906; Frederick Gillies, of Fort
seized and many arrests made.
A Bayard, $72 per month from February
squadron of cavalry charged the man- 6, 1906; Fred Happel, of Fort Bayard,
ifest ftnt's place De La Republique, $30 per month from January 20, 1906;
forcing the rioters towards the St. Desederlo Aragon of Puerto de Luna,
Martin anal. The dragoons then form $6 per month from March 15, 190G;
ed a cordon', cutting off all ingress to Earnest F. Wltte, of Fort Bayard, $12
the square. Fifty additional arrests per month from March 21, 1906; Francisco Ortiz y Pacheco, of Santa Rosa,
were made. '
$12 per month from April 5, 1906.
Strikers Meeting.
Zebulon Pike Honored.
1.
Six
thousand
strikers
Paris, May
Washington, May 1. The Senate toare holding a meeting at the labor exchange this afternoon and more are day passed a bill authorizing the Issuassembling at the headquarters of the ance of $100,000 worth of medallions
confederation of labor. The military to be sold In connection with the prohas surrounded the buildings and is posed Pike's Peak memorial exercises
to be held at Colorado Springs next
awaiting the exit of the strikers. The
are
on
continuous
police charges
the September. The proceeds of the sale
Boulveard .Magenta and trouble is are to be devoted to the erection of a
monument to Captain Zebulon M. Pike,
feared tonight.
discoverer of the peak bearing his
name.

Will Attempt
Violence.

non-concu-

AIUU

thft-poli-

ce.

PEREMPTORY WRIT OF

MANDAMUS DENIED DONATION TO CITY
In Case of Sandoval

vs. Albright
volving Assessor's Fees From
Bernalillo County.

In-

OF ALBUQUERQUE

Andrews' Bill to Grant Section of
Land for Public Park Reported
Favorably.
a

In the matter of the petition for
mandamus to compel Territorial Auditor W. G, Sargent to .draw a warrant in the sum of $1,600 upon the
territorial treasury in favor of Jesus
M. Sandoval former assessor of Bernalillo County for comntisslons claimed to be due the said Sandoval as as
sessor of the county of Bernalillo during the years 1903, and 1904, Judge
John R. McFie yesterday declined to
grant the peremptory writ prayed for.
rt will be remembered that Sandoval
was elected assessor of the county at
the November, 1904, elections, but was
thereafter ousted by the board of
county commissioners upon the allegation that he was not a resident of
Bernalillo, but in reality, a resident
of Sandoval County, and other disqualifications to hold the office; that
he was succeeded by George F. Albright, who performed the duties of
the office for the major part of 1903
and for the entire year 1904. Action
was brought by Sandoval to recover
tho amount above claimed, which lis
now pending in the Supreme Court of
the United States on appeal and in
which Albright the de facto assessor
has given an appeal and supercedeas
bound. Attorney N. B. Field for San
of
doval, upon hearing the decision
the court declining the peremptory
writ of mandamus, made a motion
that judgment upon the pleadings be
given. This the court also denied and
the matter will now go over until 'the
case can be heard on the pleading and
then decided. No injury can happen
to Sandoval as the supercedeas bound
already given in another case, but In
volving the same amount of money,
will hold him harmless against loss,
should the matter be finally decided
in his favor.
DEATH OF POSTMASTER
AT ELIZABETHTOWN,

.

G. Beebe, postmaster at Elizabethtown, Colfax County, died in his chair
last week ef heart failure. Beebe had
been a resident of Colfax County since
1860 and was a veteran of the Civil
War.

SHOOTS HER BABE

Cass but
Pike's

Labor Fear Riotous Mobs

May Day

n

Work of Clearing Debris and
Reconstruction Progresses
Rapidly.

LABOR

NO. 61.

1. 1906.

The bill Introduced by Delegate W.
H. Andrews, No. 1833 to grant to the

TiH

SUICIDES

Las Vegas Woman

Performs Fearful Deed.
MAXES

DELIBERATE

PLANS

Kills Herself and Infant Son

After Leaving Pitiful Note
Preparations Complete.
Special to the New Mexican.
Las Vegas, N. M., May 1. Mrs.
James A. Grieff, a well known dressmaker of this city was found dead in
bed in a pool of blood with a bullet
hole in her forehead, beside the body
of her four year old son, Freddie,
who had also been shot through the
ljead, about 11 o'clock '.his morning.
On the dresser was found a note as
follows:
"Don't let anybody look at our
Put us in and shut us up.
corpses.
Grieff."
Prepares for Deed.
About half past ten o'clock Mrs-Grieff sent Mrs. Sanches. a dress
maker, who had been assisting her,
down town after some patterns and
told her that df any one wanted her,
to say that she did not want to be
disturbed under any conditions. When
Mrs. Sanches returned to the house
she found the doors locked and the
blinds pulled down. Fearing that
something was wrong she managed to
open a bed room window and saw the
mother and little boy lying In the
bed, both with gaping holes In their
foreheads and soaked in blood. The
little boy was alive but unconscious
and the mother was taking her last
breath when they were discovered.
The little fellow still lives but there
is absolutely no hope for his recovery. No cause can be assigned for
the deed except that Mrs. Grleff's fath
er, E. P. Andrews, has been very III
and she feared that he was losing Ms
mind. -

TEACHERS
REAPPOINTED
Same Instructors Will Return Next
Term Sixto Garcia Resigned,
Laughlin Elected.
The city board of education met In
special session In the office of Judge
N. B.

Laughlin yesterday afternoon.

Thomas B. Catron presiding. The
members present were N. B. Laughlin,
Charles F. Easley, A. C. Ireland, Jose
Segura, Sixto Garcia and James L.
Seligman.
The purpose of the meeting was par

ticularly to make appointments of
teachers for the coming term and action was taken upon this matter. Pro
sufessor J. A. Wood was
perintendent, J. R. Williams was re
elected principal of the high school
with Miss Laura Simpson
assistant
and the other teachers were
ed as follows: First ward, Miss Eliza
beth DuVal; second ward, Miss Louisa
Schnepple, Miss Amelia Gutterman,
and Miss Ella Miller; third ward, Miss
Matilde Alonso, teacher of Spanish
In the high school, Miss Edith Walker,
Miss Elizabeth Phelps, Miss Ellen Dan-- ,
iels, Miss Sadie Barney and Mrs. Dora
C. Fletcher.
Sixto Garcia tendered his resigna
tion as member of the school board
and Judge N. B. Laughlin was elected
to fill the vacancy.
There was a slight contehtion be
tween City Engineer John H. Walker
and Corbett & Collins, concerning the
manner in which the new cement
walks being built on the Fort Marcy
Addition, should be laid. Engineer
Walker contended that the blocks
ought to be laid separately, while the
contractors having charge of the work
Insisted that the walk ought to be
laid in one piece and then the blocks
could be marked off at equal intervals.
It was decided to refer the matter to
I. H. Rapp.the Las Vegas architect.

city of Albuquerque a section of public land' as a public park, has been
favorably reported by the proper com
mittee and will likely be enacted into
law. The report reads:
The committee on public lands, to
whom was referred the bill (H. R.
11957) granting to the town of Albu
querque a section of land for public
purposes, having had the same under
consideration respectfully recommend
the passage in lieu thereof of the ao
bill, entitled "Granting
companying
land to the city of Albuquerque for
public purposes," which bill is recom
mended by the Secretary of the Inte
rior in the accompanying letter to your
committee.
The city ot Albuquerque has urged
upon the committee the passage of a
bill to give it more space for public
park purposes. It has been the cus
torn and general practice of Congress
since 1895, to grant land to cities
without price; in fact, as is shown
by the letter of the commissioner of
the general land office, . which i in
corporated as a part of this report,
land has been given to many of the
cities in the western states. The
commissioner of the general land of
WATER SYSTEM
fice, who drew the text of the acoom
FOR CARLSBAD
panying bill, appears to believe that
the bill in this form is much more
satisfactory than was the bill pro Citizens Vote to Grant Franchise to
posed, and in this view the commit'
Public Utilities Corpora"
tee concur.
tion.
re-ele-

OUTLAW

1.

KILLED.

Carlsbad, by a vote of 152 to 47,
at a special election, decided to grant
telegram a franchise to the Public Utilities '
Portland, Ore., May
from a correspondent at New Era
which will furnish Water
states that Outlaw Smith has just been Company,
for domestic and Irrigation purposes.
shot dead.
The company promises to give the
town a fire pressure of 60 pounds to
MINOR LABOR TROUBLES.
the inch and will take over the presBoston, May 1. May day was mark ent system, remodel it and extend the
ed by numerous minor strikes through- water mains in every direction. The
out New England. The majority of water 13 to be obtained from an old
the difficulties aro confined to build- well on Greene's Heights. Pumps will
ing trades, however, and an early set- be Installed at once and stand pipes
tlement is expected.erected.
l.-r-- A
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REAL ESTATE BARGAINS
TOUGH A JOB.
lACOBUC & GAJU.B, 'Proprietor.
w the
You can get some bargain
The McKinley County Republican
as at present are employed al- '
real estate line right now by., calling
In all the other manufacturing In a recent Issue
pays
I
Bernard Shandon Rodey the following on the reliable real estate dealers,
Industries.
PRINTING
THE NEW MEXICAN
Hughes & Delgado. Offlca west side
compliment:
' Hon. B. S.
COMPANY, PUBLISHERS.
AT IT8 OLD GAME.
Rodey has worked hard Of P1371.
The Albuquerque Journal, true to for joint statehood. He should not he
MAX'. FROST, Editor.
H, E. No. 4847.
is Instincts, is making fun of the dry forgotten when Arizona the Great Is
NOTICE OF PUBLICATION.
farming experiments at Las Vep;as and a reality. The people of New Mexl
warns New Mexico farmers against co will do well to see that this gentle- DEPARTMENT OF THIfl INTERIOR
PRROY F KNIGHT,
Land Office at. Sanla Fe, N. M. ..
and
Treasurer
placing any faith In the claims that man Is remembered for his good work!
Secretary
:
meth-Santa Fe, March 31. 1006.
at
re being made for the Campbell
Washington."
Notice Is hereby given thai the foliirr
Entered as Second Class Matter at od of dry culture. As a knocker of Upon this the Douglas International
ii'iiiHiwTiirjiiSiZ
Mt
New Mexico's interests, the Journal 'American makes tho following corn-ha- s lowing named sottler has filed notice
the Santa Fe Poatoffica.
of his intention to make final proof
no superior and as ".. pessimist and'ment:
to beat. For- - "In the light of what New Mexico in support of his claim, find that said
muck raker, it is
RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
the people are finding out In did for Rodey at the last election and proof will be made before the register
I .25 tunately,
Dally, per week. vr carrier
what class the Journal belongs and; what Arizona would do for him if she or receiver at. Santa Fe, N. M., on
1.00
Dally, per month, by carrier
Its knocks of Santa Fe and Las Ve- - had an opportunity, we wonder that May lOw, 1906, viz: Encarnacion Or
7S
mall
month,
by
Dally, per
gas only react upon itself and uafor- - any newspaper could regard him as a tiz y Gonzales for the N 2 NK 4 Sec.
7.50
Dally, one yar by mall
tunately, also upon Albuquerque, for future political possibility in either 9, T 16 N, R 10 E.
4.00
Dally, six months, by mall
American and European Plan. Commodious Sample Rooma. gtesm
He names the ollowing witnesses to
by its newspapers a city is judged and territory, or both."
Dally, three months, by mall .... 2.00 owing to the selfishness, the greediness
Heated. Electric lighted. Every Room a Good One. Short Order
There Is an evident difference of prove his continuous residence upon
2.00
Weekly, per year
and the untruthfulness of the Journal, opinion right here, which the New and cultivation of said land, viz:
Department Open Day and Night. Press the Button we do the rest.
1.00
Weekly, six months..
the Duke City Is Isolating itself from Mexican will not undertake to straight
Enrique Ortiz, Santa Fe, N. M
75 the
W eekly, per quarter
Jose Apodaca, Santa Fe, N, M.
Interests of other New Mexico en out. It would prove too tough a
towns and the people. It would pay job.
Inez
Ortiz, Santa Fe, N. M.
R5SS
"
The New Mexican la the oldest Albuquerque citizens to buy the outfit
Martin Vijll, Santa Fe, N. M.
newspaper In New Mexico. It Is sent that runs the Journal at present, and
The completion of the Canon Road
MANUEL R. OTERO.
to every postofflce In the Territory, make a present of It to some respect- to its connection with the Scenic
Register.
nd has a large and growing clrcula able journalist. The least that could Highway on the Dalton Divide, or rath
don among the Intelligent and pro be done is to have the plant and paper er as a part of this Scenic Highway,
NEW MEXICAN BARGAINS.
47 Baa Fr&actcco
fcreneW
people of the Southwest.
assessed at a fair value and to compel will give Santa Fe a drawing card that
Herewith are some bargains offered
It to contribute Its just share of tax ought to capture ninety per cent of by the New Mexican Printing Cora
the tourist travel that passes Lamy pany: Code of Civil Procedure of the
ation.
on its way to California. All that Is Territory of New Mexico, 1897, sheep
needed is judicious advertising of the bound $1; paper bound, 75c; Missouri
THE INCOME TAX PLAN.
Code
Of course, there are many people fact that the Scenic Highway alone Is Pleading forms, $5; Missouri
Blanket. Baakete, Rat, Wax, Ftttthr and Linen Onnm Warta,
even in the Republican party, who did worth a transcontinental trip and that Pleadings, $0: the two for $10; Adapt
"
Opa!, TurqulM, Garnet and Other Oeme.
AWAY not like that President Roosevelt in it is only one of the features for ed to New Mexico Code, Laws of New
TOWERS
NEW MEXICO
Te Have Me Stat ef Everything in Ow Un.
MOTTO:
OVn
ABOVE THEM.
dorsed the Income tax Idea and legis- sightseers that Santa Fe has to offer. Mexico, 1899, 1901, and 190.1, English
Jefferson
A dispatch from
full
City, tion to limit fortunes that have not
$2.25;
and Spanish pamphlet,
Missouri, states that the officials of been honestly earned, but then it is
Trees, lawns and rose bushes and leather, $3; 1905 English and Spanish
the state penitentiary at that town do only the few Interests that would be you have a city that it is pleasant to Pamphlet, $2.75; full leather $3.50;
not look with favor upon the plan to vitally affected by such legislation live in and that makes a good impres- Sheriff's
Pocket
Cover
Flexible
or
two
construct two highways in that state which are making all the noise and sion upon every visitor. Santa Fe has Docket.
$1.25;
single.
by convict labor. The proposed high they constitute a very, very small. all of these and can easily have more more hooks, $1 each; New Mexico Su
ways are to run from St. Louis to Kan proportion of the inhabitants of the of them and the more trees and lawns prome Court Reports, Now. 3 to 30. In
sas City, east and west and from the United States. Put to a vote today. and rose bushes it has, the more fa- elusive, delivered at publisher's price,
Iowa to the Arkansas line, north to the income tax idea would score n mous will it become for its beauty and $:i,30 each; Compilation Corporation
WILLIAM VAUGHN, Prop.
south. They claim that such work larger majority than any other meas- the more agreeable as a place of
Laws, 75c; Compilation Mining Laws.
would be impracticable, that the prls ure that might be possibly put before
Site: Money's Digest of New Mexico
oners could not be kept safe, that the people. And what are republics
Reports, full sheep, $0.50, delivered;
With $150,000 cash offered for a full list school blanks.
there would be too many escapes and for anyway, except to carry out the
Cuisine and Table Service Unexcelled
that the cost to the state would be too wishes and the will of the majority of mine at Organ, and $100,000 paid for
great. They are perfectly willing to the people. Here lies mucta of Presi another nt Ilachila, both in one week,
(Homestead Entry No. C2S5.)
have the convicts prepare the material dent Roosevelt's wisdom in that he It does not look as if the mining in- Notice for Publication.
Large Sample Rooms for Commercial Travelers.
for the construction of macadamized knows better most of the time thanjdustry of New Mexico Is languishing department of the Interior, Land OfJLvvaixm
roads and send this material by rail does the United States Senate, or even or is unimportant.
To such a much-thfice, at Santa Fe, N. M.
to points in the state for the. purpose
House of Representatives, what abused phrase: "The mining industry
April 17, 1900.
of constructing or repairing of said the people want and what would have, of New Mexico, although it has added
Notice is hereby given that the folhighways. In their assumption, that their endorsement if they could ex- - several scores of millions of dollars to lowing uamed settler has filed notice
the use of convicts on the construe press that endorsement directly In- - the wealth of the country, is merely In of his intention to make final proof In
INCORPORATED
tion of roads would be impracticable stead of through a maze of legislative its infancy."
support of his claim, and that said
they are wrong and away behind the procedure.
proof will be made before the registimes as is the case with Missouri
The syndicate portrait of President ter or receiver at Santa Fe, N. M., on
That ROSWELL ON THE RIGHT ROAD. Roosevelt delivering his "muck rake" May 21. 190G, viz.:
Democratic officials generally.
convicts can be kept at efficient and
Roswell business men will raise a speech at Norfolk, Virginia, bears a
Felipe Herrera, for the NE4 SW4,
good construction work on highways bonus of $5,000 to secure the location striking resemblance to the familiar lots 3 and 4, section 18, T 20 N, R 3 E,
has been fully demonstrated by New of a $100,000 pickling factory and pre- pictures of
Grover Cleve- - NE4 SE4, section 13, T 20 N, R 2 E.
Mexico during the past two years and serving works. The factory will em- land. Fortunately, for the nation,
lie nrtmes the following witnesses
is successfully demonstrated today. Al ploy 150 hands and will pay out $15,-00- President Roosevelt and
to prove his continuous residence upon
a month during the summer. It Grover Cleveland have nothing in and cultivation of said land, viz.:
though guarded but by a small force.
the escapes of convicts up to date have will handle. If necessary, the entire common unless it be stubborness and Librado Herrera, of Hobart, N. M.,
been remarkaDly few and far between surplus vegetable and fruit crop of sincerity.
Renigno Roybal, Miguel lierrera, of
and five out of six who 'have escaped the lower Pecos Valley and will beNambe. Jesus Ma. Sanchez, of Espa-nolaPROMPT ATTENTION GIVEN MAIL ORDERS.
The out
have been
of
in
the
sides, experiment
raising
The farmers of the Fruitland
door life and exercise has done good; sugar cane and the making of "syrup.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
of San Juan County have
has been beneficial to the convicts en This means that Pecos Valley farmers
Register.
SANTA FK, N, M.
to exterminate tho erass'honnor.
gaged in it and has made better and will have a certain market for a11 This is rather early in the season but
more satisfied men out of them,
the produce and fruit they can raise then it. takes early
rising and concert-anmay be that the men convicted
it will stimulate farming to suchje,i effort to get ahead of the grass- crimes in New Mexico and sentenced an extent tnat every avanaoie
plague.
to terms in the penitentiary are better will in a few years add to the agri
and nor as criminally and viciously in cultural wealth of Chaves County.
Fresh Fruits In Season.
Fresh Flowers All the Time,
There is no question that the tax
clined as those tried and convicted in That this Will make Roswell the largdodgers and delinquent tax knockers'
Missouri, if so, this is to the credit est and most prosperous city of New are
too numerous In this land of New'
of the New Mexico convicts as it Is Mexico, if not of the southwest, seems
Mexico.
The revenue laws are strong
to the discredit of the Missouri article very probable, for the most solid founWhat the struggling Territory of New dation for a large city is a country enough were they enforced properly
and fairly.
Mexico can do, the great state of Mis surrounding It that Is a large and
to
do. Recently steady producer of money making
souri should be able
An Iowa orator calls Governor Cumthe plan of working convicts on road crops.
San Miguel Street, Near the Old Church, Santa Fe, New Mexico.
mins of that state, "Iowa's matchless
construction has been tried In Texas
'
Cut Flowers a Specialty, Wedding Bouquets, Decorations.
The fellow must be af- on a small scale and has proven quite
Outside of a verv limited area in executive."
a
sof
thB
state admin3b un(Jer
successful.
The legislature of that the state of" Pensylvania, anthracite'1"
r uid lc i una. . c cu iu tc iu. ic r v. i,w wi
state will be asked to consider the coal Is not found to any appreciable lscrauon
matter at an early date and enact a extent In the United States. The re
John D. Rockefeller of Standard
law providing for the employment of ported discovery of anthracite or
The Children's Favorite
The
convicts to build state roads.
veins near Angus, Lincoln Oil fame gave only $100,000 to the San
...CUBES
Texas Democrats have more brain and County, and Fruitland, San Juan Francisco relief fund. Well, that is
Coughs, Colds, Croup and
more energy than the Missouri brand County, is very Important, therefore, not as bad as it might be.
Whooping Cough.
Be that as It may, so far New Mexico from a commercial
This remedy U famou for Ha ctiren over
and industrial
large part ol the civilleed world. It enn
towers away above them in the hu- standpoint, especially, since the closCongressman Charles A. Towne, cf
alwayi be depended upon. It contains no
mane and kindly treatment of Its con ing of the anthracite mines at Madrid, Tammany Hall, is
opium or other harmful drug and may be
evidently fond of
given aa confidently to baby b to an adult
victs and in tfteir betterment and iru Santa Fe County. It is anthracite coal making "a holy show" of himself. He
ALL PERIODICALS
Price 25 cts; Large Size, 60 cts.
provement while they are undergoing that has made eastern Pennsylvania is certainly succeeding.
m4
sentences in the territorial prison a beehive of industry and the produScore another one for the Sunshine cer of untold wealth, that .the presence of hard coal would eventually
Territory.
FINE CIGARS AND CANDY
work the same miracle In New MexiCEMENT MAKING IN NEW MEXICO co stands to reason and would be
of San Francisco merely another proof that history reThe
PENN MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY
to
the front the Im peats itself.
forcibly
brings
Toportance of the cement industry.
gether with steel, cement is today the The Roswell Dally Record re-- '
OF PHILADELPHIA, Pi,
"Roswell has been
principal building material, not only marks sagely:
for sky scrapers but also for bridges. twenty years building, but fire might,
all sorts of foundations, for dams and destroy the town in a day, just as fifty j
1, 1906 . . .
Its consumption years of 'building in San Francisco has
irrigation works.
amounts to millions of tons annually, been reduced to ashes in a week."!
but this is only an indication of what Roswell is a frame town and its pro-- j
ft Will' be in the future. Formerly, tectlon Is not only inadequate
but;
most of the cement used In the practically
It is a won- building Industries, was imported from der that the fire underwriters take'
Germany, Belgium and Great Britain any risks In Roswell at all. Naturally,'
is manufac- ihe Insurance rates are very high and
but today, fully one-hal- f
Y
BERBERE
tured in the United States. In east the very best thing that Roswell can'
ern Pennsylvania, tens of thousands of do Jor Itself In the Immediate future
men are employed in cement making Is to provide adequate fire protection'
and millions of dollars are invested and to enforce building ordinances
New
in the industry.
Although of recent that will limit frame buildings to the
ALL KINDS OF PICTURE FRAMING.
,
growth,' the manufacture of cement suburbs.
has built a dozen towns in the fa
mous Lehigh Valley and railroads
Sneers at New Mexico legislatures
whose chief tonnage has been coal and by Democratic newspapers are cheap
Day TelepotM 35.
Si,
L B. JLabjul, Ma, xij.
14
ttts.
steel, now consider the transportation but It must not be forgotten that In
MiMcktaa
i
of cement of equal importance. Even decorum, wisdom and honesty, New
In Colorado, the cement Industry is at Mexico legislatures are far ahead of
the point of marvelous expansion and similar bodies In New York, Arkanhere in New Mexico a good beginning sas and Missouri, as recent exposures
has been made by the cement works have shown abundantly. It is not alSHn a SawaiAfee eeafceai
at Ancho, Lincoln County, and the ways the legislature consisting of
..V. V
of
cement
mak
well
fed
and
resumption
projected
sharp lawyers,
polished
ing at Springer, Colfax County, while capitalists and smooth talkers that
STRONG LINE OF FIRE INSURANCE COMPANIES
the artificial stone plants at Roswell, legislates well or legislates 'honestly.
Albuquerque If that were the case, the U. S. Sen
Portales, Alamogordo,
and other points, are branches of the ate would not be justly subject to the
same industry. New Mexico has im- attacks which the same Democratic
mense beds of shale, lime and natural papers who have their fling at the New
cement rock that, if utilized, could Mexico legislature are endorsing.
in
'V
alone supply the demand for cement
. C. WATSON a tV
BMTRANM
ftPPOtlTI
Is it not about time that the land
WCK.
in the United States for many years
and there can be no doubt that In Che J grant barons of New Mexico were pay-no- t
distant future, the making of ce- - ing some just taxes?
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THE PALME HOTEL
One of the Best Hotels in the West
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H. B. Cartwright & Bro.,

WHOLESALE GROCERS

Grain. Flour and Potatoes. Stationeiy,
Patent Medicine and Grocers' Sundries.

0

d

Chamberlain's

acre-h0p,pe-

FRUITS AND FLOWERS

i

The Clarendon Gatde

Cough Remedy

my Papers.

Books and Stationery

.

Net Assets Jan.

.$72,880,567.51

. JACOB WELTMER . .

&

DUDROW

M0C1TENIE

Purely a Mutual Insurance Company.

non-existin-

iihiice

.

m

General Agents for
Also General Agents

CIPflll

Undertakers and
Embalmers

Mexico

Fora.

National Surety Co., of flew

York

Dtdfow'i Office Building.

JkaA Tl

Court, Fidelity and Public Official
Bonds Lowest Rates.

J. L VAN ARSDELL

Palace Avenue.

SANTA FE, ... NEW MEXICO

Hacks
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ennetle.

age

SauU Fe New Mexican,

(906

There la so surer or safer Investment tharrgood inside City Proper?, but It takes money to handle propositions like this, and the man with
small capital Is barred. Growing new towns, wltS conditions favorable to permanency afford an opportunity to the small Investor to place his savings
where his money will earn a handsome profit, equal in proportion to that of hla more fortunate brother with larger means, This chance Is offered at

BAJMU

MTIQpL

OF SANTA

Ft

WILLARD

The oldest banking Institution In Naw Maxlco. Establlahed In 1870.
JOHN H. VAUGHN, Cashier,
RUFUS J. PALEN, President.
LEVI A. HUGHES, Vice President, ALFRED H. BRODHEAO,
Assistant Cashlsr.
Surplus and Undivided Profits

THE GATEWAY

Which has all the things necessary for the building of a good, substantial towu, including water of good quality, abundant in quantity at a depth of 36
feet below the surface, located In and tributary to the finest section of grazing country In the Southwest with agriculture in its Infancy; as fine an all
around climate as there is In the world, with a pushing, energetic class of citizens and two railroads, one the new A., T. & 3. F. Short Line to the
Pacific, Willard has made a most phenomenal growth and the price of lots will soon advance; Better come now. The townslte la owned by

5S,C0.

Loans
Transacts a eneral banking business In all Its branchsa.
col.
of
and
kinds
all
on
personal
terms
monay on the most favorable
In all markets for
stocks
and
bonds
sells
and
latsral sscurlty. Buys
and
Its "
Buys and aells domestlo and foreign exchange
of monav to all parts of the civilised
world on as liberal terms as are given by any
allowed on time deposits at ths
agency, public or prlvata. Interest
per annum, on a six month'- or year's term.
r.t. of three aer cent on
and products.
stock
live
of
made
consignments
Liberal advances
The bank executes all orders of Its patrons In the banking line, and
conalms to extend to them as liberal treatment In all respects, as is Deof
sound
Safety
the
banking.
and
with
principles
sistent
safety
of the public Is rsepectfuHy soposit boxes for rent. The patronage

Willard Town and Improvement Company,

JOHN BECKER, Pros, ami Gen. Mgr.
WILBUR A. OUNLAVY, Vice Pres.
WM. R. BEROKR, Secretary.
Call on or address JOHN W. CORBETT, Agent, Estancla, New Mexico. LOUIS C. BECKER, Treasurer.
Carl A. Dalles, Manager of The John Cocker Co. Stores at Willard, tun charge of the sale of lota la the absence of Mr. Corbett.

money-transmittin- g

SO DECEPTIVE.

Many Santa Fe People Fail to
Seriousness.
Backache Is so deceptive.
It comes and goes Keeps

-

Molted.

NEW MEXICO MILITARY INSTITUTE

$1

MINES

you

guessing.
Learn the cause then cure it.,
Nine times out of ten U comes from
the kidneys.
That's why Doan's Kidney Pills

cure It.
Cure every kidney 111 from bnekacbo
to diabetes.
Here's a Santa Fe case to prove it:
Eusebio
Escudoro, of Griffin Street,
and equipments modem and com
"I cannot exactly say how long
Cohegas. New buildings, all furnishings
says:
,
au cuhyimuuuckr.
oloctric-IIghtebams, water-worusIt is since I first noticed that 1 was
plete steam-heateur
sbuhi.
oiuii .
and
BOARD
TUITION,
subject to backache, but it must be
nearly 3 years. It never was sufficient
,bree terms of thirteen weeks each.
well- ;
ly painful to lay nte up, but it worried
nnSWELL Is a noted health resort, 3,700 feet above
me considerably every now and then.
September to June.
watered. Sunshine everyday-frolatTa. W. .VI Reed, vv. w. aikihsoii, vv. a.
Noticing Doan's Pills advertised- - to
REOENTS-Nath- an
stop backache and other symptoms of
Cahoon
A.
Fii.isy tnd E.
tat ii at A u a
ai i iMt
kidney
complaint, lod me to reason if
w,
tUL.
address
j,
For particulars
WULun, aupi.
(his remedy performed half what it
promised, it might at least help and I
went to Ireland's pharmacy for a box.
It fulfilled its promises to the letter,
for the backache stopped."
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
eeuts. Foster-Milbur- n
Co., Buffalo,
tLisse waters J:as been thoroughly test New York, sole agents for the United
These Celebiated Hot Springs are
ed by tho miraculous cures attested to States.
located In the midst of the Ancient in the following diseases: Paralysis,
Remember the name Doan's and
miles west
Dllfl Dwellers, twenty-fivRheumatism, Neuralgia, Consumption, take no other.
of Taos, and fifty miles north of Santa Malaria, Bright's Disease of the KidBar-anc- a
"I 'see that the metal bed and spring
neys, Syphljitle and Mercurial Affec
Fe, an about twelve miles from
all combine have advanced prices 10 per
La
Orlppe,
Scrofula,
Catarrh,
tlona,
Rio
and
Station on the Denver
Femal Complaints, etc., etc. Board, cent." "These combines are after us,
Grande Railway, from which point a
and bathing 82.50 per day; $1 sleeping or walking."
lodging
dally line of stages runs to the springs.
$50 per month. Stage meets
week;
per
Is
waters
The temperature of these
and waits for Santa Fe Sciatica Cured After Twenty Years
trains
Denver
from 90 to 122 degrees. The gases are
of Torture.
This resort Is attrain
request.
upon
carbonic. Altitude. 6,000 pet. Climate
is open all
seasons
and
more
For
than
all
at
tractive
twenty years Mr. J.
the
ypar
very dry and delightful
B.
Callente
OJo
to
3322
of
Clinton St., Minwinter.
Massey,
Passengers
round. There Is now a commodious
hi. 9 a. in., and neapolis, Minn., was tortured by sciFe
Santa
can
leavo
Invalids
hotel for the convenience of
Callente at 4 . . m. the same atica. Tho pain and suffering which
and tourists. These waters contain reach OJo
for round trip from Santa he endured during this time is beyond
tare
1.888.24 grains of alkaline salts to the day.
17.40 For further comprehension.
to
Fe
OJo.
Callente,
Nothing gave him
Hot
gallon, being the richest alkaline
address
relief
until he used
any permanent
Springs In tta world. The efficacy of particulars,
Chamberlain's Pain Balm. One application ft that liniment relieved the
pain and made sleep and rest possible,
N iW
and
less than one bottle has effected
Taos
Caliente.
County,
Ojo
a permanent cure. If troubled with
sciatica or rheumatism why not try a
bottle of Pain Balm and see
how quickly it relieves
for
yourself
W. N, TOWNSEND.
J. IF. AKERS.
the pain. For sale by all druggists..
a,

wunum,

sea-level-

a

OJQ CALIEJ1TE HOT SPRINGS.

ANTONIO JOSEPH.

Proprietor.

AND

the Animas and San Juan Rivers.
Bridges are needed and the business
interests of the county are endeavoring to secure them.
Money invested In a San Juan
County fruit farm will never be spent
by a life insurance president for high
life abroad.
The Odd Fellows' Lodge held a reExcursion
union at Aztec Thursday.
trains from Durango and Farmington
carried many people to the
The large coal deposits near Fruit-lanare attracting the attention of
outside capital. The arrival of a railroad in he coal belt will add materially to the population of the county.
The Eden Canal Company, with
headquarters at Aztec, states It will
The new caput. its project through.
nal will cover about 20,000 acres of
fine land along the Animas River.
It is reported on good authority
that, the Arizona & Colorado Railroad
Company, is buying rights of way
through 'the farms just out of Duran
go, Colorado.
James T. Fay, recently appointed
justice of the peace at Farmington by
the county commissioners, received
the strongest endorsement over given
to any one seeking the appointment
in this manner from that precinct. The
citizens who went on his $500 bond

MINING.

Real-th- e

THB MILITARY SCHOOL OP NEW UJtXICO
Established and Supported by the Territory.
WTfltTT MEN INSTRUCTORS, all graduates of Standard Eastern

f

May 1,

AN OPPORTUNITY FOR SMALL INVESTORS.

THE FIRST

Capital l160,Wt.

Tuday,

Socorro County.
The capacity of the cyanide mill of
the Ernestine Mining Compaiy on the
Last Chance at Mogollon is to be
doubled. The force In the mine as
well as at the mill is to be increased
as it is the Intention of the company
to sink a new double compartment
shaft, to a deplh of 1,000 feet.
Rio Arriba County.
B. M. Blackwell of Tres Piedras, a
blacksmith, has taken a position at
the mill of the Tusaa Peak Gold and
Copper Mining Company on the Tu-sa-

Frank F. Westcott and Fred M.
arrived at Tres Piedras, last
to
week from Lynn, Massachusetts,
take In charge the placer work of the
Gi-rar-

PROFESSIONAL CARDS
ATTORN

EYS-ATLA-

MAX. FROST.

Santa Fe

Phou

Attorney at law.
New Mexico.

HANNA & SPENCER,
Attorn ay a at Law,
tid,
Office, Qrifftu bin

G. W. PRICHARD,
Attorney and Counselor at Law.
Practices in all the District Courts
and gives special attention to cases
before the Territorial Supreme Court.
Office, Capitol Bldg., Santa Fe, N. M.

BENJAMIN

M.

King William Company operating on
New Mexico.
Santa Fe, the Hopewell placers.
Office, Sena Blk.
Palace Are.
A large quantity of new machinery
arrived at Tres Piedras this week for
the Tusas Peak Gold and Coppnr MinCHAS. A. LAW,
Attorney-at-Law- .
ing Company.
U.
S.
Office Practice, a Specialty.
Land
Grant County.
New Mexico.
Clayton,
Another strike of high grade silver
ore is reported from Chloride Flat near
N. S, Rose.
Silver City. It was made last SaturGeorge Spence.
A
SPENCE
ROSE.
on
Rescue
the
under
lease
day
mine,
by ,T. W. Fleming, Theodore W. CarAttorneys.
Land, Mining and Corporation Law,
ter and H. L. Dotson. The assays run represent about $150,000.
into tho thousands of dollars per ton
Specialities, Notary in Office.
Estancia.
New Mexico.
and there Is a large pocket of the ore.
How's This?
The strike was made in the sixty foot
Offer One Hundred Dollar Kt'tvard for
tunnel. About twenty men are at Weease
WILLIAM H. H. LLEWELLYN,
of Catarrh that cannot be cured by
any
work on the Flat and Manuel Taylor Hall's Catarrh Cure.
Attorney at law.
.! CHENEY A CO., Tolwlo. O.
continues Ho take out high grade ore We, the P.undersigned,
Las Crucea, New Mexico.
have known P. J.
from the Grand Central.
Cheney for the lout t5 yearn, and believe him
District Attorney for Dona Ana,
perfectly honorable In all business tranaae
be
are
to
resumed
Mining operations
tioai and financially able to carry out any Otero, Grant, Luna and Sierra Conn-tlBon tho Middle GHa. A number of lo- obligation! made by this firm.
Third Judicial District.
Waldiko, Kinh n A Mrvin,
cations have been made since the first
Wholesale Druggists, Toledo, O.
Hall's Catarrh Cure Is taken Internally,
of the year and development work Is
A. W. POLLARD,
Acting
directly upon the blood and rauoous
being pushed by those interested.
Murfacea of the system. Testimonials sunt
Attorney at law.
all
Sold
by
free. Price it) cents per bottle.
Dona Ana County.
District
Attorney, Luna County.
Druggists.
Two good strikes were made last Tnlte Hall's Family Pills for constipation. Deming
New Mexico.
week on the Stephenson-Bennet- t
mine
at Organ. One of the strikes was the
"Why, young man," said the atern J. H Boaham.
E. C, Wade.
cutting of the old Stephenson vein at parent, "you certainly don't think I
BON HAM & WADE,
the 450 foot level. Six feet of ore would be foolish enough to let a penAttorneys at Livv.
have been developed thus far on this niless youth like you marry my daugh-ter- ,
Practice' la the Supreme and Disdo you?" "Well, It's up to you," trict Courta
vein. The other strike was made at
of the Territory, In the
the bottom of the new shaft, where a rejoined the poor but nervy youngster. Probate Courta and before the U. 8.
crosscut opened some of the richest ore "It's a cinch that no rich young man
Surveyor Generals and U. S. Land
ever found in !the district. It carries would marry a girl as homely as she Officers,
Laa Crucea, N. M.
lead carbonate and is especially rich
in silver. A sixty ton mill is in oper!
A. 3. REN EH AN,
on the mine.
atlon
Not if as Rich as Rockefeller.
Aunt Priscilla Now, Tommy, never
in the Supreme and DisThe Franklin group between the
If you had all the wealth of Rocke- trict
and Land Law
try to deceive anyone. You wouldn't
Courts;
at feller, the Standard Oil magnate, you a Specialty. Mlnnlng
would you? Tom- Torpedo and Stephenson-Bennet- t
like io be
Rooms
Sena Bldg.,
is to bo extensively developed could not buy a better medicine for
my Gracious no! One face is enough Organ
Palace Ave,, Santa Fe, N. M.
summer
this
on
account
of
the
good bowel complaints than Chamberlain's
to wash these cold mornings.
showing that is being made by the Colic, Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy.
CHAS. F. EASLEY,
.
Tht: most eminent physisian can not
DISTURBED THE CONGREGATION Stephenson-BennettSurveyor General)
Johnson and Leshcn are opening up prescribe a better preparation for
The person who disturbed the conat law.
Attorney
continually hipl grade silver ore on their proper- colic and diarrhoea, both for children
by
gregation Sunday
New Mexico.
Santa Fe
at
ty
of
Organ.
and adults. The uniform success
coughing is requested to buy a bottle
Land
and
Business
a Specialty,
Mining
New machinery has been ordered this
of Foley's Honey and Tar. Ireland's
remedy has shown It to be superfor the Modoc at Organ.
ior to all others. It never fails, and
Pharmacy.
1. C. ABBOTT,
The force on the Momma Is to be when reduced with water and sweetat law.
Attorney
"Is this a fast color?" asked the increased by Manager Rose who has ened, Is pleasant to take. Every famin
the
District and SuPractices
A
from
Kansas
returned
just
Soul
City.
man who wanted three pairs of socks
ily should be supplied with it.
Courts.
and careful atpreme
Prompt
for a quarter. "Sir," replied the sales- mill is in operation on the property.
y all druggists.
to
tention
all
business.
given
on
is
ore
being opened
person, blankly, "that color is so fast nheHigh grade
District Attorney for the Counties
Dona Ana at Organ.
that if it should start to run it would
Doctor Now, Giles, can you tell me of Santa Fe, Rio Arriba, Taos and San
The
in
John Dodge property
Texas
inevitably be arrested for exceeding
where you feel the pain? Juan. Santa Fe, New Mexico.
C'anon has been purchased by Kansas exactly
the speed limit."
Giles Well, sir, it's a hypererlterly
City and Denver people who have let sort of
pain. I puts me finger on It
EMMETT PATTON,
a contract for 400 feet of tunneling.
"Mary makes good hash, doesn't she?
It
and
ain't there, an' when I touches
and Counselor at Law,
ore
zinc
has
been
Attorney
struck
High
grade
either."
she
hasn't
and
any receipt,
where It's gone to, It's In the old place
Box
New Mexico.
S.
M.
the
96,
Roewell,
F.
at
Company
Organ,
"What does she make it out of?" "Out by
all the time.
Office over Citizen's National Bank.
B. Schermerhorn, manager.
A mill is
of her own head."
to be erected on the property.
Orino Laxative Fruit Syrup is best
FRANK W. CLANCY,
Clare-monMrs. S. Joyce, 180 Sullivan St.,
'
for women and children. Its mild acAttorney at law.
N. H., writes: "About a year SAN JUAN
tion and pleasant taste makes It pref- District
Jndioia!
Second
for
Attorney
ago I bought two bottles of Foley's
erable to violent purgatives, such as
seDistrict.
ITEMS
COUNTY
a
of
me
Cure.
cured
It
Kidney
pills, tablets, etc. Get the booklet and
Practices In the District Court an l
vere case of kidney trouble of severnl
of Orino at Ireland's
a
sample
the
New
to
the
Mexican.
is
a
Supreme Court of the Territory:
g:and, Special
years' standing. It certainly
30.
before the United States Supreraa
also
Farmers
and
roci
I
and
April
Farmington,
medicine,
heartily
good
Court In Washington.
fruit men are going around with smiles
mend it." Ireland's Pharmacy,
"When you find a man who has a re
upon their faces.
Albuquerque, New Mexico.
for people In public life he Is in
spect
Mr. Cad No, indeed, I never asso
See New Mexico all of It but see
It.
OSTEOPATHY.
ciate with my inferiors; do you? Miss San Juan County first.
don't
I
can't
I
say.
Really,
Peppery
Street improvement is the order of
STOMACH TROUBLES.
DR. CHARLES A. WHEEION,
think I ever met any of your inferiors." the day at Farmington.
Mrs. Sue Martin, an old and highly
Osteopath.
Three brick, yards were put into
SORE NIPPLES.
No, 103 Palace Ave.
respected resident of Falsonia, Miss.,
week.
here
this
was sick with stomach trouble for Successfully treats acute and chronic
A. cure may be effected by applyin operation
Chamberlain's Salve as soon as the There is no up grade on Prosperi- more than six months. Chamberlain's diseases without drugs or medicines.
Stomach' and Liver Tablets cured her,
child is done nursing. Wipe it off ty Short Line in San Juan County.
No charge for Consultation.
with a soft cloth before allowing the There is a good opening In Farm She says: "I can now eat anything Hours: 912 m.,
Phone 158.
p. m.
I want and am the proudest woman
child to nurse. Many trained nurses Ington for a jeweler.
use this salve with the best results. County Assessor Richard Hendricks In the world to find such a good medMINING ENGINEERS.
Price 25 cents per box. Sold by all is at Farmington making annual as- icine." For sale by all druggists.
druggists.
sessments.
CONY T. BROWN,
Peppery remarks should be taken
The La Plata River is carrying more
Mining Engineer.
with a grain of salt.
A. man knows when he does wrong water than at
hisand Treasurer New Mexico
in
its
any
period
Secretary
Why throw it up to him?
School of Mines.
tory at this time of the year.
from the
New Mexico.
Socorro,
Bowman has let a con More News
Alexander
States
New
Pirating Foley's Honey and Tar
England
tract to J. F. Wenborne for the erecIf anyone has any douht as to the CIVIL ENG'RS AND SURVEYORS.
Foley & Co., Chicago, originated tion of a residence on Orchard
Street.
virtue of Foley's Kidney Cure, they
Honey and Tar as a throat and lung
R. G. Graf, of the Hunter Mercan
need only' to refer to Mr. Alvia H.
remedy, and on account of the great
CORBETT cV COLLINS,
tile
Company, has a cottage about Stompson, of Wllllmantlc, Conn., who,
merit and popularity of Foley's Honey
Civil
and Mining Engineers.
and Tar many imitations are offered completed for rental 'purposes at, Farm after almost losing hope of recovery,
U. 8. Deputy Mineral Surveyors,
ington.
for the genuine. These worthless Imon account of the failure of so many
Assaying.
itations have similar sounding name-- .
April showers are doing much to remedies, finally tried Foley's KIdnev
Santa Fe, N. M
Side Plata
Beware of them. The genuine Foley's hasten the growth of crops. The Cure, which he says was "Just the Bast
Honey and Tar Is In a yellow pack- sheep and cattle ranges are In good thing" for him, as four bottles cured,
him completely.
He Is now entirely
HIRAM T. BROWN,
age. Ask for it and refuse and sub- condition.
stitute. It is the best remedy for
The Farmington Commercial Club well find free from all the suffering In- - CIVIL ENGINEER AND SURVEYOR.
Ireland's
and the Azltec Board of Trade are cldent to acute kidney trouble.
U. 8. Mineral Surveyor
Ire
coughs and colds.
Now Mexico.
Santo Fa,
looking into the matter of bridging land's Pharmacy.
.
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25-ce-

"THE CLUB

99

Pra-.tlce-

j

two-face-

c4a blushed line of goods formerly carried at
"Our Place" has heen added to our stock.- - We buy our
bond and can guarantee absolute
in connection. Side entrance
rooms
club
purity. Elegant
Hotel.
Ooronado
to

goods in government
-

AKERS

&

TOWNSEND,

Proprietors.

CHARLES W. DUDROW

Lumber, Sash, and Doors
'ALL KINDS OP BUILDING

MA

THUJA I,

t,

Cord and Stov Wood Extra Dry, Cut to Fit Your Stove
CERRILLOS
I Delivered to Any
Part of the City.3
HAGAN
and

AAA

UWL

TRANSFER amd STORAGE; We Haul Etcrytking Mot able
Branch Office and Yards at Ce rrilloa, K. M.
Phone as Santa Fe.

COAL WOOD

$5.50
Eaton and Monero Screened Lump, per ton......
5.00
Good Commercial Raton- Nut
Screened Domestic Lump, Trinidad Smithing, Kindling, Grate
and. Cord Wood.

All orders receive prompt and careful attention.

CAPITAL COAL
OFFICE

(

Garfield Ave., Near A., T.

S. F. Depot.

IT-ARID-

'Phone

No. 83.

P. F. HANLEY.
DEALER

WINES, LIQUORS AND CIGARS.
Imported andjfative Wines for Family Use.
OUR 8PECIALTIE8-0- 1d
Crow, McBrayet
Guckenhelmer Rye, Taylor and Paxton, Old
Jordan and Monogram, Kentucky, Whiskies.

SAN FRANCISCO

STREET, SANTA FE

8--

e

Thfi old

1

READ,

Attorney at law.
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Santa Fe New Mexican, Tuesday, May
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AWFUL

PERSONAL MENTION

Special

13

T. Morlarty, of Morlarty,
Santa Fe on a busin'6as Visit."
M.

Id

In

, J

906i

mm

35

Established 1856.
Incorporated 1903.;
John P. Wilson, a mining man from
Thoreau, was in the city today on
business.
Terrible Scaly Humor in Patches
E. J. Champl'ln, a traveling man from
Skin bracked
All Over the Body
Denver was in the city today on comand Bleeding
Itching Unbeamercial business.
in Thirty
in
Cuticura
L. M. Williams, of Willard, was
rableCured by
Santa Fe today attending to personal
Made-to-Ord- c
Days at Cost of $4.75.
business matters.
Miss Mollie Keas left this forenoon
of STYLE
QUALITY.
for Ogden, Utah, in which City she will ANOTHER WONDERFUL
make her future home.
CURE BY CUTICURA
J. C. Perterman arrived in the city
in
We
from Estancia last night and today pui.
in
chased farm supplies.
afflicted with psoriasis for
"I was
all
in
was
e
It
thirty-fivpatches
years.
Gilbert McWhirter, of Las Vegas,
useu uuee cuneo
was a guest at the' Palace" today. ' He over my ooay. l
If
of Soap, six boxes
a an
in
matcame here on business.
Cuticura OintFIT, STYLE
ment, and two
R. G. Breckenridge, representing a
QUALITY
bottles of CutiMonte Vista milling firm, was in the
wS
SIS
us a
We
cura Resolvent. I
city today on business.
bathed with the
Mr. and Wallace Nutting, tourists
Soap, applied the
nintmnnf. nnpp. ft
from New York, arrived in the cltj
the
last night, en route to the coast.
TmiAk Nv day, and took
You
be
Kesolvent as T
S. Llridauer, a traveling man repre
'
rected. In thirty
senting a Chicago wholesale firm was days I was completely cured, and I
on local think permanently, as it was about five
in Santa Fe today calling
a
will
dealers.
years ago.
"The psoriasis first made Its appearJ. A. Seoles, representing an east
generally forming a
ern tobacco firm arrived here from ance in red spots,
in the center a spot about
circle,
leaving
Albuquerque last night, and today call
the size of a silver dollar of sound flesh.
ed on local dealers.
so
In a short time the affected circle
Frank W. Dudley, 'traveling out of would form a heavy dry scale of a white
would gradually
Howell, Michigan, for a merchant tail silvery appearance and the entire
For Half a Century the Leading Dry Goods House in the City of Santa Fe
scales
off. To remove
drop
com
In
on
Fe
was
firm
Santa
oring
them
to
oil
soften
by bathing or using
mercial business today.
the flesh would be perfectly raw, and a
P. 0. Box, 210.
B.
of
Neill
Phone, No. 36.
Field,
Albuquer
Attorney
light discharge of bloody substance
would
crust
That
out.
ooze
would
scaly
que, arrived In Santa Fe yesterday,
r
hours. It
and registered at the Claire. He is to form again in twenty-fouarms and limbs, alon
worse
was
my
the city on legal business.
though it was in spots all over my
WE ARE HEADQUARTERS FOR
Mrs. Joaquin Martinez of Las Vegas body, also on my scalp.
If I let the
removtoo
without
remain
this
returned home
long
morning after scales
spending a week with her mother and ing by bath or otherwise, the skin
I suffered
would crack and bleed.
other relatives in thl3 city.
intense itching, worse at nights after
DiMrs. Frank Dibert, Miss Diberto
warm in bed, or blood warm
bert and Scott Dibert left on this Getting
when it would be almost
Lettuce. Radish?
every WpVinesduv
morning's train for Eureka, Kansas, unbearable.
urn! Friday.
"To sum it all up, I would not go
where they will spend some time.
from the cold .storage
through such another ordeal of affliction
don't nirnri e
F. L. Whilden and wife, tourists, arfor thirty-fiv- e
years for the State of
wareuouse or eggs (latnerea irom .every
rived here from Las Vegas, last night Kansas, (signed) W. M. Chidestcr,
part of the country. It means eggs thai
They spent their time in sightseeing,
Hutchinson, Kan., April 20, 1905."
are newlv laid, eggs that an invalid nan
witlh
and were favorably Impressed
Cutlrur. Soap, Ointment, and Ft1'", nr .old throwthout
eat without risk.
the world. Potter DrU? it Chi in. Or).., Sole i'rom., Honluo.
the Capital Ci'ty.
Of Mailed free, h How tu Cum Xorturlim Humeri.
Miss Rowena de Kuhn, sister of Mrs
H. P. BarJshar, who has been on a
FLOOD FROM MELTING SNOW,
In lent.en f ods of all kinds In canned
visit with her sister for several months
be expected a little later on
Salmon, Shrimp1', Lobsters,
seafoods,
May
returned yesterday to her home at but
and In other canned fish we (hi ve fresh
it will be nothing In comparison
Arizona.
Prescott,
mid delicious. OnrClam Bouillon, Clam
to the flood of people that will be
Warren Boyer and John Gorman re present at the grand dinner to be Juice and Clams. Also whole genuine
turned yesterday overland to their served at the Bon Ton Hotel and
Georgia Codfish, Smoked Finnan Had-dieSalmon Halibut. White Fish and
homes two miles southeast of Morlarty Lunch Counter tomorrow for
only 25
Bloaters wl bo found very appetizing
after buying farming
implements cents.
and nourishing on fast days.
seeds and supplies In town.
Baltimore fresh Oysters every WedGeneral J. P. Victory
LOST A stockinette cap last night
and Friday. .
nesday
will leave this evening for Las Cruces at the auditorium of the Sisters of
Pau'ltry and Fresh Celery, Hothoues,
to attend the annual encampment of Loretto. Finder will please return
the Grand Army of the Republic, which same to C01 Palace Avenue and oblige
meets there tomorrow.
Mrs. C. V. Safford.
TELEPHONE NO. 8.
SAN FRANCISCO STREET.
Vernon K. Hurdon, of Duluth, Min
nesota, a resident of Sunmount, has U. S. WEATHER BUREAU NOTES.
accepted the position of bookkeeper
Forecast for New Mexico.
for Charles W. Dudrow, succeeding W.
Fair
tonight and Wednesday with
E. Griffin, who assumes the position
warmer weather in west portion tonlbif
CUT PRICES.
of Territorial game warden.
Yesterday the thermometer registered
C. F. Rotterman, manager of the as follows:
We have a quantity of first class
Maximum temperature 54 degrees at
miners' boarding house at Cowles, and
stoves and ranges that we-ar- e
furniture,
who was injured in a dynamite explo- 5:10 p. m,
to close out In the next
going
Minimum temperature 32 deproos al
sion at that place a few days ago, left
at great bargains. Now Is
ihlrty
days
for home this morning to attend to bis- 5:00 a. m.
fit up your house when
to
the
time
24
for iho
The mean
iness matters. He will return to Santa hours was 43 temperature
can
the
best goods at the lowyou
get
degrees.
Fe in a few days.'
Mean relative humidity 36 per cent.
est prices. We will furnish your
Charles F. Easley left at noon today
house from kitchen to garret. You
Temperature at 6;00 a. m. tonuy, 33
via the Santa Fe Central for Estancia, degrees.
can pay cash and get a discount or
where he will be several days In at
we will give you all the time you want
A POOR, RUN DOWN WOMAN.
tendance on a land contest case which
Call In and see
on easy payments.
Many a woman who is weak and all
will be heard in that town before a
our goods,
United States commissioner and which run down, would thank Dr. Lauritzen
from the bottom of her heart, if she
S. T OWTT7KI
will commence tomorrow.
TaHealth
Lauritzen's
would
try
only
Mrs. Mary Ohio, and daughter, of
Lower San Francisco St., Santa
because It
St. Louis, wtio are touring through the ble Malt or Malt Tonic,
woman of
west arrived In the city last night, would surely make a new
her. For sale by,
Today they spent their time, visiting
II. S. KAUNE & CO.
as many of the interesting sights as
Phone 26
possible. They will leave the city to
Pbone 38
BOTTLING
CITY
WORKS,
night for other points in the south
west.
Attention Is called to the "Want"
A. E. Perea, clerk in the office of
column of the New Mexican today. Surety Bonds. Burglary Insurance, investment Business.
Commissioner of Insurance John H,
Something of Interest will be found
GRIFFIN BLOCK, SANTA FE, N. Al.
Sloan, 'has resigned and will leave to there. Don't overlook a chance If you
night for his home at Bernalillo, the desire to rent a. house, buy a place or
county seat of Sandoval County. He want a situation, etc.
is the assessor of that county, liavln
been elected to that position Novem
If you do not care to pay for a dally
ber, 1904.
paper, subscribe for the Weekly New
Captain Smith H. Simpson, of Taos Mexican Review and get the cream of
arrived In the city last night en route the week's doings. It Is an excellent
to Las Cruces in order to attend the
'
paper to send to your friends.
annual encampment of the New Mex
ico department of the Grand Army of
the Republic, which will meet in that
town tomorrow. Captain Simpson's
306 to 308 San Francisco Street.
daughter accompanies- him.
Mrs. A. M. Leeson left at noon today for Estancia, via tlhe Santa Fe
Central.
She will be in the county
seat of Torrance County for several
in
We
days engaged in taking testimony in
care to keep your face comely,
If
the land contest case of Goodln vs. fresh"you
and velvety if you want il to
r
LEAD
Dibert, involving a homestead entry look wholesome and feel fresh and comfortable, let
right in the Estancia Valley.
C. J. Brown, of Socorro, who has
I
been in Winslow, Arizona, for the
n
past two days and there communicated the degrees of the Ancient and Ac
UNDERTAKING AND EMBALMING.
cepted Scottish Rite of Free Masonry
s Wagner, Llcemed Embalmer.
Chad
trom the 4tn to tne 32d Inclusive, upon fifteen candidates, returned to his
home this morning. En route he spent
the day in Albuquerque.
QUALITY considered, none equal us. We carry tbe laigest
befriend votir face. It is a clean, delightassortment of household goods in the city.
O. L. William
of the Estancia Val- ful liquid balm for the complexion oil' refined ladies. It twautifies and soften t!""
ley, who is the owner of a homestead
between Estancia and Willard, Is pre- skin that has been tanned and roughened by the wind and sun. Its use is not
The best range on earth. We guarantee this range to give
paring to leave for Chicago In the in- a
a delight. It makes the face
but
task',
terests of the valley. He will visit feel
perfect satisfaction or money refunded.
clean and fresh. It is the
deliciously
In
ImIllinois
southern
order to Induce
We have just received two cars of high grade Furniture of
one safe beautifieryoucan depend upon.
all the Latest Styles.
migration to come to that part of New
Prke 75 cents. Sold by all druggists
Mexico. He expects to leave Thursday
We will furnish you from the parlor to the kitchen on easy
and will be absent a month or six
:
V
payments. Our stock is complete.
weeks.

'
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Special

Men's

i 2 WEEKS j
SUITS
Which is of Great Inter-es- t
to the Public.
$17.50 SUIT FOR $15.50
"

r yWV

$20.00
$24.00

$26.50
it

u

rJSuits.
and

the city.
wearing clothes made
make all styles Spring Suits and Coats,
also Ladies' Skirts and the Prices are Right.
of high ideals
you are
the
ter of
and
we want

Tailor-Mad- e

"

!

Our suits are
the suits
They
are the best fitt'njr. best locking and best

'

$22.50

Seligman Bros. Co.

$27.00

call.
you to give
would like to
have you compare our clothes critically
with others you have had at the same price.

cu-m-

need not

an expert to see the value

of our productions. After you have worn
our clothes for season you
be ready
to say that you never before had clothes
that kept their shape and fresh appearance

permanently.

This is the biggest

mill

I

TO

sJJT

MONEY

BACK

opportunity you
ever had. Come
at once and have
your measure tak- en before the rush

Dependable Eggs

We sell
every suit with a
guarantee,

begins.

Choke Delicacies

IF YOU WANT IT IS THE WAY IT GOES HERE1

Nathan Salmon
249-251-25-

3

Wholesale and Retail Dry Goods,
San Francisco Street, Santa Fe, N.M

H.S. KAUNE & CO., Leading Grocers.

CUT PRICES!

WINTER GROCERY CO.

,

JUST tittUUlVfcD UAU UP J illlotj I

(It

UJUiiAlU

riiUUil

needs no introduction.)

WE HAVE
THREE GRADES OF KANSAS FLOUR.
TWO GRADES OF COLORADO FLOUR,
FRESH FROM THE MILL WHOLE WHEAT FLOUR.
GRAHAM FLOUR.
RYE FLOUR.
WHITE AND YELLOW CORN MEAL.

I

n

f,

CARL A. BISHOP COMPANY

-

OUR SPECIAL:
8 Bars Pride of Denver Soap for 25 Cents.
i

S. E. Corner Plata, Santa Fe. Telephone No. 40.

Advertise in your home paper and note the results that follow.
Be enterprising.

Yot Affe Invited!
To Call At

OUR STORE
And Inspect Out Large and Assorted
Stock of Spring and Summer Goods,
Such as is Carried By a First Class

HARDWARE STORE
All Out Heaters Go at Greatly
Reduced Prices for Ten Days

The W. A. McKENZIE

General Insurance Agents

i

CHARLES WAGNER

Ft2nJtttt?e Co,

A Friend

CXf

Hagan's

Magnolia
Balm

Telephone 14.

are as far

the

Qf

p0IPP

representing the
PEOPLE

The Great Western Banquet Range

eeeeeeeGGGGGGeeeeeeeeeeee

228 San Francisco St.

HlJJLflj

The New Mexican alms to please
the best element In the community. It
Is always bright and it Is always clean.

Chamberlain's Cough Remedy
Curei Colds, Croup and Whooping Cough.

Telephone No.

10.

Residence Phone No.

1.

SaaU F
the residence on Garfield Avenue now
Mr. ani
occupied by F. P. Sturges,
Mrs. Miller will be at home to tfoeir
friends at this place June 1.
The Military Ball to be given by
Company F, First Regiment of Infantry, New Mexico National Guard, at
the Palace Hotel on Friday evening
promises to be a pleasant social event.
Tickets are now being sold at Fischer's drug store.
The delegates to t!he ""Episcopal
convocation to be 1ield at Carlsbad on
May 10, from the Church of the Holy
Faith in this city, are Hon. h. B.
Prince, warden; F. C. Dezendorf and
Walter M. Ta:ber, elected by the members of the church.
The valuable team of bay mares
which escaped from the corral of C. O.
Carlson last Thursday night has been
E.
recovered 1)y Mounted Policeman
R. Stewart who succeeded In tracing
the animals from here to a 'iiotott
southeast of Lamy. The animals were
brought back today.
Attracted by the assurances of the
fine
offered
business
prospects
throughout New Mexico, many insurance societies who have never transacted buslnes here before are now
anxious to enter the field. At the office of the Insurance commissioner In
the Capitol building Inquiries as to
are received
conditions
Insurance
dally.
Jap Clark, who. is being held at
the penitentiary in this city for safe
keeping on the charge of murder,
learned of the death of his father al
A tele
Alice, Texas, this morning.
was
Information
the
gram containing
sent to his attorneys, Renehnn and
Thompson, and they immediately notified Clark. A little over a year ago
it Is charged that Clark shot and

MiNOR cTtY TOPICS)
F. C. Warner, an employe of the
'Santa Fe Central Railway, at Torrance
was in the city last night.
A. K. Wallace, a tourist from San
Antonio, Texas, arrived in tftie city last
night and spent the day sigMseeing.
John Meyers came here from Albuquerque last night, and has been employed on the N. B. Lnughlin building.
C. W. Dudrow, the lumber dealer,
Is suffering severely with rheumatism.
He was removed to the Sanitarium today.
B. R. Stewart, member of the mount- .
,
.
i
tout
ed ponce iorce, returned ram. ium
from Aztec where he had been on official business.
E. J. Jackson who is employed by
the Santa Fe Central Railway Company, at Bstancia, arrived In the city
last night, and returned home this
morning.
The following marriage license was
issued by Probate Clerk Marcos Castillo yesterday; Juan Anaya, 22 years
of age, and Dionlcla Roybal, 19 years
of age, both of Lamy.
The Carl A. Bishop Company today
joins the list of New Mexican adverThis firm does a general Intisers,
surance business and investment business receives careful attention.
'

.

The 115 'trees ordered by the school
hoard some time ago for the beautifying of the school grounds, arrived here
from the Illinois nursery this morning. They will be set out at once.
M. C. Miller has purchased of Amanda Boardman, of San Antonio, Texas,

Pale? Thin?

How is it with the children these

days? Have they plenty of grit,
courage, strength? Or are they
thin, pale, delicate? This reminds
kreat
does
It
of
things for children. It gives them
Ayer's Sarsaparilla.
you
a good appetite, improves their digestion, builds up their general health. Ask
J. 0. ArerCo.,
W have no secret ! We pnbliih
Lowell. Me.
your rWtnr if he endorses this
t,hoformaiag of all our medieinfB
!

H. C. Yontz

MANUFACTURER

DEALUR IN

exican Filigree

'

Watches, Clocks. Jewelry

OF

aoil Hand Fainted China,

mm

i

Uoualrnf Fine Watchoa and Jewelry Wort a Specialty. Navuho Rug
dian (Joods. FiligreB at Wholesale and Kntall.
West Side I'Uua. Sii ta Fe, N. ftl.

nd

In-

Rdbbe? Stamps
YOUeWF

WRITING THE
SAME THING FREQUENTLY T THE COURSE OF
YOUR BUSINESS, REMEMBER A RUBBER STASfP
WILL SAVE YOU A GREAT DEAL OF TIME. BUSY
PEOPLE ARE USING RUBBTK, STAMPS MORE
now THAN EVER BEFORE 3EC1USE THEY SAVE
TIME, AND TIME IS MONEY THESE DAYS.
W HEX YOU FLVD

15c
inches Ion
Stamp, not over
. . Each additional line on same sntnn, 10c,
and not over 3Ainch.es long. 20c
Stamp, over
. . Each additional line on same stamp, 15e.- -. . .
e
Stamp, over 3 and not over S inches long.
Each additional line on same starip, SOe.
fe
Stamp, over 5 incVa long, per inch
;
1.
I'
i
nL'.aeni aaauionai
tine, saint: prre
Curved lines on Stamp count as two lines.
Borders of all shapes, under 3 inches long Way, 2!ic extra.
e

....
....

One-lin- e

One-lin-

0'iie-lin-

1

1 1

Lnsger sizes at proportionate prices.
inch in lize, we ; charge
Where type used is over
inch or from ion
for one line for each
DATES, ETC.
Local Dater, any town and date for ten yearn
$1.00
50c
Ledger Dater, month, day and year in mehl
35e
Regular line Dater
Defiance or Model Ban'd Dater
.$1.50
Fac Simile Signatures, Runner Stamp and W nd Cut, 1.60
1.00
Pearl Cheek Protector
SELF INKING STAMP PADS
25c; 8x4f
Hie;
l.V;
8x3,
;Hx6$, 50e;
ljx2i
one-ha- lf

one-ha-

lf

--
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CO.
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TO ORDER

: Step

in and inspect the beautiful line of MONARCH'S Celebrated Clothing. Perfect lit guaranteed. The MONARCH
Shirts Latest Spring Styles. MONARCH Collars 2 for 25c.

J

Prepare

mm

In Time
1

lie Season is
Hand for You

uw

at

to Get

Supply of Garden
Tools and Seeds'

a

GARDEN
SEEDS.
We have just received a large sup-

ply of alfalfa seed, blue grass, orchard
grass, lawn grass. Also garden and
flower seeds, onion sets. Our seeds
are new and of the highest quality.
Our new stock of garden and ranch
tool Is now in.

mmw
m

Paints, Oils and Wall Paper I
In

o
-

yum
m

mm

mm

mm

mm

mm

HO )

mm

Greatest Aid to Cookery

WALL PAPER.

With least labor and trouble it makes
biscuit and cake of finest
flavor, light, sweet, appetizing and
assuredly digestible and wholesome.

We have added this line to iur nukk.
You will find It. the largest and newest line ever shown here. Call and
see us.

hot-bread- s,

killed .Tomes L. Chase in Torrance
County. He was arrested and brought
to this city and is being held here tin
111
the next term of court for Tor
rance County.
The assessment work h now pro-- j
gressing rapidly, and. Deputy Assessor
Judge A. L. Morrison now estimates
that about four-fifth-s
of the entire )i '
of tax schedules have already been
filed,
in the city cf Santa Ke. 717
schedules have been filed from their
respective precincts, as follows: Pre
cinct 3. 200; precinct 4. 205; precinct
'

17, 109;

precinct

18, 143.

Joo E. Napier, recently appointed
cattle inspector, vice Walter O'Brien,
resigned, was In the city on official
business today. Mr. Napier has his
headquarters at Las Vegas and will
visit Santa Fe regularly, this city be
ing his district. Mr. Napier says the
cattle are in splendid shape for this
time of the year and expects to see a
large number of good cattle shipped
out of the Territory this season.
Fair and warmer is the pleasing
prospect held out by the weather man
for the coming 24 hours and the truth
of his prognostications Is sincerely
hoped for by nearly all. Much warmer weather is due to arrive in the
western portion tonight, while by to
morrow a warm wave should cover
the entire Territory. The minimum
yesterday was 32 degrees at 5 o'clock
a. in., the thermometer then rising to
54 degrees at 5:10 p. m.
The mean
relative humidity was 30 per cent.

Co.,

in-

We carry large lines of paints, oils,
glass and putty. Johnson Floor Wax
and Specialties, Furniture Polish,
and Morocco, Wall Finishes.
Complete line, with prices that sell

m

WVVLML

price Baking Powdeh

this line we are the
Leaders. Call and
spect our stock.

A

J. L. Fitzgerald, who was arrested
several days ago on the charge of using threatening language while armed
with a deadly weapon, was discharged
by Justice of the Peace Jose Maria
Garcia, yesterday afternoon on account of lock of evidence. It was al
leged that Fitzgerald while carrying a
knife in his hand approached Agustin
Maestas on San Francisco Street and
acted In a threatening manner. Fitzgerald, who is a telegraph operator.
left today for Estancia and will secure
employment there.
By a decision rendered by Judge
McFie on April 11, in the case of
Insurance Commission J. H. Sloan vs.
that
Auditor William G. Sargent,
there is no appropriation to pay the
salary of a clerk in the office of the
commissioner of insurance of the Territory, the clerical duties of that office will henceforth be performed by
Commissioner Sloan. A. C. Perea,
formerly clerk In that department has
resigned his position as clerk and will
leave tonight for Bernalillo to assume
the duties" of assessor of Sandoval
County, to which office he was elected

PRICE-LI- S'
One-lin-

Tuesday, May I, 1906.

n,

New-Mexica-

FINE TRIP TO

We have secured the agency for
the Spaulding Bros.' celebrated Sporting Goods and will be headquarters
for this line of good3.

PAJARITO PARK
of Archaelogical Explorers
turned Home-P- rof.
Hewitt Will
Lecture This Evening.

.

Sporting Goods, Harness, Saddles,
Wagons, Qcieenswate, Etc.

Chicago.

Party

ij;:mjuijai-'!"i-

Re- -

SADDLES, WAG0N3.
HARNESS,
Professor Edgar L. Hewitt, Frank
We have an immense stock of these
Dibert, assistant, treasurer of the
useful articles and It will pay you to
Santa Fe Central Railway; A. ti. Cray- step in and examine them.
croft, photographer; Dr. W. E. Garri
son, president of Butler College, InQUEENSWARE.
dianapolis, Indiana; H. II. Harris, forNew and beautiful goods. If you
est ranger on the Jemez Forest Reserve, and H. B. Borman, of Washingwant anything in this line visit our deton, D. C, who have been on a trip
partment which ha3 the most complete
through the Pajarito cliff dwellings in
line ever offered here.
southern .Rio Arriba County, returned
last Saturday night. They were absent five days and .reported' a very
pleasant anil successful time. They
accomplished what they went for and
wiu ,ay
results of their investiga
tions and observations
before to
night's meeting of the Archaeological Society of New Mexico. The trip
was most pleasant and instructive and
every member of the party is very glad
Indeed to have participated in it.
From a scientific standpoint, results
PICTURES AND FRAMING
were very satisfactory; the weather
n specialty of DEVELOPING, PRINT;
We
make
was all that could be desired, not too
1NO
ENLARGING. Mall Order? Given Promp
and
was
too
warm.
The party
cool, not
:
Attention. Send for Catalogue.
plentifully supplied with necessary
food
and
stuffs
camping equipage,
H0WUND& CO,
cooking utensils and lacked for nothing
that could have made the trip comfortable and interesting.
At the meeting of the Archaelogical
Society tomorrow evening at the court
house, Professor Hewitt at 7:30 o'clock
will state what he believes the gov
ernment will do in the matter of road
building and making the cliff dwellings accessible to scientists, tourists,
travelers and all others Interested in
beautiful natural scenery and archaelogical and historical monuments of
WHOLESALE
the past.
The party was accompanied by sev
And
eral Santa Clara and naeronso Pueblo
Indians with ponies and pack burros.
RETAIL
The Indians were also much interested
in the work of the party and were or
DEALERS IN
all possible help. Juan B. Gonzales,
of Ildefonso, and Santiago Narango, of
Santa Clara, were especially of ser
vice. They are both Intelligent, speak
English and proved themselves first THE ONLY EXCLUSIVE GRAIN HOUSE IN SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.
class guides and looked after the wants
of the party, especially in the cooking
line, in
shape.

Kodaks and Photo Supplies

ART
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FLOUR. HAY.

GRAIN, POTATOES,

SALT and SEEDS.

first-clas-

s

"A MEXICAN HOT"
Can always be obtained at the Old
Bon Ton. Here they are: Cltlie con

WE COUNT

Came, Posole, Enchiladas,
Menudo,
Chile verde and any other Mexican or
Spanish dish ever heard of. Ona trial
will convince
in 1004.
you that they know
businesss.
their
The Archaelogical Society of New
Mexico, which will hold a meeting this
The New Mexican Printing Company
evening at the court house at 7:30
has
on hand a large supply of pads
o'clock for the purpose of considering
the construction of roads and trails to and tablets suitable for school work,
the Pajarito Cliff Dwellers' Park in the desk, and also for lawyers and
southern Rio Arriba County, about 20 merchants; good anywhere. We will
miles north of this city, requests that sell them at live cents in book form,
all citizens who are interested in arch- but will give a discount on quantities.
aelogical subjects and the building up
New Mexican advertisers get trade
of the society, attend. It is intended
to make the meeting of the society a
mass meeting of citizens in order that
more importance be given to the move
ment. as this is deemed necessary In
order to make the project a success.1
Professor Hewitt will lecture on arch
Pajarito
aelogy, the importance
Cliff Dwellers' Park, the many histo
rlcal and archaelogical treasures there
and the benefits science generally and
this city particularly will derive from
the construction of good roads' and
trails to the park and for the travel
H
that will be of very necessity attached
to it and which must pass through this
city. Hence the society makes the
above request and hopes that citizens
generally will attend the meeting, take

W YOUR GOOD WILL W
much the largest asset

we have

in our business.

To have our

customers say to their friends, "livery statement made by S. Spitz
can be relied upon"

is

the very best recommendation

we

can strive

for.

"Reliability is our watchword and every sale we make is closed

only

after the purchase prove? entirely satisfactory.

satisfaction to buy at a store like this.

It

is a

great

Every article carries with

it our guarantee.

Manufacturing Jeweler,
1 jf Watches, Jewelry, Diamonds.
SQDT TP7
Dealer

i

of-th- e

(

part in its deliberations and that all
who can make it convenient will join
the society.

:

-

You can secure any form of legal
blank at the New Mexican Printing
Company's office.

SPECIAL SALE THIS WEEK
OF

Ladies' Waists

Children's Hats
i
LATEST

Ladies,' Misses'
VERY

STYLES I

AD0LPH SELIGf.lAN.

SahU Fe New MeilcAii, iWsdAV, May

6

WEEKLY WEATHER BULLETIN

Sur.

afe and

Climatologicai Service U. S. Weather
,
Bureau, New Mexico
Section.
Local Office, United States Weather
Bureau.
Santa Fe, New Mexico
For the week ending April

30 th,

I

the highest temperature was
'
,
grees, lowest 3C degrees.
S
U.
Weather
Colo.
Durango,
Bureau The precipitation of the week
amounted to 0,20 inch; the highest
temperature waa 71 degrees, lowest
27 degrees;
weekly average 46 degrees.
El Paso, Texas U, S. Weather.
Bureau No
precipitation occurred!
during the week; the highest tern-- J
de-pcrature was 87 degrees, lowest f0 '
grees; average about a degree a
the normal. High west winds,
j
occurred on the 24 th.
J.
dry
May Clear,
Engle W.
weather prevailed throughout the,
week, with a heavy sand storm Sat
urday. The highest temperature was
74 degrees, lowest 37 degrees.
Espanola Frank D. McBrlde Some
cloudiness prevailed during the week,'
with rather low night temperatures. A
trace of rain occurred the 28th; the
I

day'j-abov-

1906.

The weather during the last week
was mostly clear, warm and dry over
the greater part of the Territory, although along the northern border light
showers occurred at its beginning and
close. These were greatest in northeast Union County, where the amount
reported vas 0.30 inch. In the southern half of the Territory no precipitation occurred, except a mere sprinkle
the
in the lower Pecos Valley on
morning of the 28th. Northern coun
been favored
ties have generally
the precipitathe
month,
.hroughout
tion at Santa Fe amounting to more
than twice the normal, being the
greatest amount that has been measured in April during a period of 34
years.
Temperature conditions were generally favorable, somewhat above normal, as a rule, and frosts only oc
curred in the northern counties and a
few of the higher districts of the
central part of the Territory. A slight
decrease in the How of most of the
northern rivers Is reported, due to
cool nishts and light precipitation at
the headwaters of these streams.
The following notes are from the

COUGHS, COLDS, CONSUMPTION, BRONCHITIS,
COUGH. SORE THROAT, HOARSENESS,
CURES
L06SENS THE PHLEGM AND EASES
VOICE;
OF
EXPECTORATION, HEALS THE LUNGS.
Endorsed by leading physicians as the BEST remedy for

I,

highest temperature

was

75

degrees,

lowest 30 degrees.
Eatnncia P. A. Speckman Good
heavy rains occurred the previous
week, amounting to 0.97 inch; the
because
Children's Croup and Whooping ofCough
weather conditions are very favorable.
Ballard's Hore-houIt contains NO OPIATES. The action
Fay wood T. C. McDermott The
to infants, as well
weather continues dry and warm, with
Syrup is mild and benign, it is adapted and
constitution.
asadultsof every variety of temperament
slight wind; the highest temperature
was 70 degrees, lowest 43 degrees;
sunshine
fully !)0 per cent,
.
Folsorn Jackson Tabor The thun
MRS. B. W. EVANS. Clearwater, Ka.. writes:"My husband
conwas sick for three months and the doctors told me he had quick
derstorms of the previous week gave
and
Horehound
of
Ballard's
bottle
Syrup,
We
a
procured
sumption.
1.16 inch precipitation; weather con
It cured him. He is now a well man, but we always keep a bottle
dltions are highly favorable.
,
tn fho hnncB and think it has no eaual for pulmonary diseases.
Fort Bayard Major A. H. Bushnell
Guaranteed.
Bottle
Easy to TaKe; Sure to Cure; Every
Another clear, dry week, with sun40c. SU.OO.
THDrV.SIZF.Si
shine
practically continuous; the highBALLARD'S SNOW LINIMENT CO., - ST. LOCIS, MO.
est temperature was 79 degrees, lowest. 30 degrees.
of
Fort Wingate Capt. Edwd. P. Rock- correspondents:
reports
OLD AND RECOMMENDED IY
weathHi
M.
Clear
Hanson
Albert
hill. Clear, dry weather prevails, the
FISCHER DRUG COMPANY.
er prevailed throughout the week, but sunshine averaging about 80 per cent.
it was rather windy; temperature was The highest, temperature was 72 de
moderate to warm; the highest was grees, lowest 27 degrees; no precipl
no tation.
82 degrees, lowest 42 degrees;
rainfall.
Glen Mary Cooley A good rain
The last occurred at the close of the previous
Albuquerque Pitt, Ross
week was somewhat cooler, with much week, since which skies have been
wind; temperature fell to 36 degrees mostly clear and days warm; the high
on the 25th with frost, and to 32 de- est temperature was 78 degrees, low
grees on the 27th with sharp frost, est 38 degrees.
Although
damage.
Hope N. L, Johnson The close of
causing some
windy there was little dust owing to the previous week was cloudy and
!the heavy rain of the previous week, rainy, with 0.53 inch precipitation
0.40 inch being measured the night of Since then days have been mostly clear
the 18th.
and warm, with no wind to speak of.
Artesla Will Ber.son Fine weather
Lake Valley Wm. P. Keil Some
prevailed throughout the week; no clouds occurred during the last week;
rainfall and the sunshine was practic- nights are cool and spring is very late
Las Vegas Wm. Curtiss Bailey
ally continuous. The highest temper
ature was 84 degrees, lowest 42 de The sunsnlne of the week averaged
grees.
fully 94 per cent; the highest temperBloomfield -- W. A. Balllnger We ature was 73 degrees, lowest 31 deLeave Torrance for Roswell dally at have had a windy, disagreeable week; grees, and no precipitation; high wind
The short line between Santa F :,
frost on the morning of the occurred on the 24th.
4 a. m., arrive at Roswell at 12 noon. slight
of
and
all
Central
Albuquerque
points
Los Lunas Chas. F. Jones High
Leave Roswell for Torrance daily at 25th. The San Juan River is lower
and Western New Mexico and Roswell
at 1 p. m., arrive at Torrance at 10 p. on account of storms In the mountains; winds occurred on the 24th and 2fith;
and the Pet os Valley, saving passen- m. This is the schedule time allowed soil is quite wet. The highest tem light, frost on the 27th, but. no damage.
gers and mails at least 24 hours in for carrying the mall, but under favor- perature of the week was 81 degrees, The Rio Grande River Is rising.
time in making these points; also con- able conditions, the trip Is made in lowest 34 degrees; precipitation 0.07
Logan W. L. Besse We had 2.00
inches of rainfall on the 19th and con
necting at Torrance with the Kock Is- about half the time. Grips and hand inch.
II.
Matthes
Carlsbad Gerard
land system for ail points east and sachels carried, but cannot handle
dltions are very favorable.
The week has been one of fair weathvest.
Los Alamos W.. NT. Frank, Jr. No
trunks at present.
no
one
for
rain
rain
occurred during the week and
er, except
cloudy day;
the
was almost continuous.
sunshine
occurred;
temperature
highest
W.
Mexico
J.
S TOCKARD, Manager, Roswell, New
was 89 degrees, lowest 43 degrees;
Manuelito W. A. L. Tarr The first
four lays of the last week were warm
weekly average G5 degrees.
KSS3KSS533
Casa Salazar Isidora Mora The and pleasant; Thursday night, how
last week we had rather warm days ever, it became cold and we had a
and cool nights; no precipitation oc-- j heavy freeze. Friday and Saturday, a
curred.
high, cold, west wind prevailed, apChama Geo, Huth The day3 were parently Indicating approaching rain
mostly clear; the highest temperature or snow.
was G9 degrees, lowest 20 degrees;
We
Redemon
Magdalena Oscar
had 'two bad dust storms during the
precipitation 0.01 inch.
Cloudcroft Jack Hollister We had week, also some frost.. The sunshine
a slight rain at the close of the pre- was abundant, averaging about 75 per
vious week, since then the days have cent; the highest, temperature was 89
been clear and warm. The highest degrees, lowest 29 degrees.
Monument Jas. M. Cook A good
temperature was C3 degrees, lowest
25 degrees.
heavy rain occurred at the close of the
Datil Fred
Baldwin Two light previous week; temperature conditions
showers occurred at the close of the are favorable,
previous week amounting to 0.11 inch) Nara Visa Willard Belknap -- This
precipitation;
temperatures at night week has been clear and fine, no rain
continue low.
fall but the soil Is in excellent condi
Bosworth Clear tion from the rains of the previous
Deming C. B.
weather prevails, with plenty of wind; week. The highest temperature was
S3 degrees, lowest, 38 degrees.
Puebio, Colo. U. S. Weather Bureau
of the week
Chamberlain's Cough Remedy wasThe81 highest temperature
degrees, lowest 31 degrees; preCures Colds, Croup and Whooping Cough.
cipitation 0.62 inch.
Raton E. J. Eckman A light shower occurred Saturday, giving 0.05 inch
nd

Read This RemarKable Testimonial.

2e.

New Mexican "Want Ads"
Bring the Very Best Results

THE

ROSWELL AND TORRANCE

Atattomolba le
MAIL AND STAGE COMPANY

LOW RATES! SUPERIOR SERVICE!

AICE YOU

EAST?

GOING

ipso ONE TRIP via

:kerr's

Tonsorial

:

precipitation; the highest temperature

Parlors

The only first class io city.
Second to none in Territory.

Pour first class artists : : :
Electrical Baths
$1.50
Other Baths

Will

.25

Parlors located West Side Plaza
W. H. KERR, Proprietor.

convince you of the SUPERIORITY OF

ITS SERVICE.

Standard Pullman Sleepers.
Tourist Pullman Sleepers.
Free Reclining Chair Cars
High Back Scat Coaches
To Kansas City, and St. Louis Missouri.
THR0U6H Tourist Pullman Sleepers to
Chicago. Bosnon and points East.
THROUGH

SODA WATER

!

emperature

Flavor You Desire.
We will deliver Soda Water In any
quantity to any part of the city.
CITY BOTTLING WORKS,
Telephone No. 38.
Any

carte.

ELEGANT DINING CARS. Meals a la

....

LIVERY STABLE.

Cars equipped with Electric Lights and
Fans.
EVERY
LUXURY.

CONVENIENCE.

COMFORT;

Fine Rigs, Reliable Horn, tlnglr
Buggies, Surrey, Haeks.

and

Call up 'Phone No.
when In neeo
of Anythnlg In the Livery Line.
Drivers Furnished.. Reasonable
Rates,

For further information call on or address
P.. B

J. H. OINET, JH.,

KOOSER,
W. F.

k P.

A

T.P.

was 75 degrees, lowest 45 degrees.
Rincon W. A. Foote No precipitation during the week; the highest temperature was 87 degrees, lowest 36 degrees; sunshine very large. High
winds occurred on the 24th and 2Gth.
Rosa B. A. Candelaria The weather has been rather cold, with some
high wind from the southwest.
Rosedaie W. H. Martin Killing
frost occurred on the 27th, the highest
temperature of the week was 73 degrees; sunshine about 90 per cent; no
precipitation.
Roswell IT. S. Weather Bureau-Cl- ear
and pleasant weather prevails,
with westerly winds; the highest
was 84 degrees, lowest 43 degrees; precipitation a trace.
San Rafael Chas. M. Grover The
highest temperature of the last week
was 76 degrees, lowest 31 degrees; no
precipitation and sunshine was almost
continuous.
Valley Mary Smith This week hats
been clear with considerable wind.
Rain and sleet occurred the night of
the 26th, amounting to 0.30 Inch; the
27th was cool and windy.
Watrous M. C. Needham A dry
iol week prevailed; the highest temperature was 66 degrees, lowest 25
degrees (Saturday morning) ; no precipitation.
Weed John D. Bunting The previous week was damp and cloudy;
some rain occurred.
White Oaks Robt. H. Taylor No
precipitation, occurred
during the
week; it was rather windy and the
nights continue cold, hut without

A.,

CHAD,

1700 Stout Street, Denver, Colo.

j
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The BOT
of all Linimente
0

wwvvwv

60 Years

In Use For Over
MEXICAN

MUSTANG
LINIMENT
MEXICAN
MUSTANG
LINIMENT
MEXICAN

MUSTANG
LINIMENT
MEXICAN
MUSTANG
LINIMENT
MEXICAN
MUSTANG
LINIMENT
MEXICAN
MUSTANG
LINIMENT
MEXICAN
MUSTANG
LINIMENT
MEXICAN
MUSTANG
LINIMENT
MEXICAN
MUSTANG
LINIMENT

IT IS

A

QUICK HEALER

WHEN APPLIED TO CUTS
AND ALL OPEN WOUNDS.

PAINS
For
LINIMENT
THIS
APPLY
FREELY AND RUB HARD.
DEEP-SEATE-

CURES QUICK BECAUSE

IT PENETRATES QUICK.
DEEP THAT
IT CANNOT BE REACHED
and ROUTED BY THIS OLD
TIME-TRIEREMEDY.
NO PAIN SO

GOOD FOR STIFF JOINTS
WOUNDS, AND ALL
AILMENTS of DOGS
OUT-WAR-

JUST WHAT YOU NEED
for BLISTERS & CHAFES.

23c, 50c. and $1 a BOTTLE.,
HEALS OLD SORES AND

I'LCERS PERMANENTLY
,VHEN ALL ELSE FAILS.
CURES SPAVIN, AND IS
EQUALLY GOOD for RING-BN'E Si HARNESS SORES.

SOAKS INTO THE FLESH.
CURES SHARP ACHES,
DULL ACHES, All ACHES,
PAINS OR BRUISES OF
MAN OR BEAST.

TAKE NO SUBSTITUTE.
GREATEST EMERGENCY,
LINIMENT KNOWN.
NO OTHER IS AS GOOD.
QUICKLY HEALS BURNS
AND SCALDS.
The POOR MAN'S DOCTOR
FOR ALL INSECT BITES.

IT IS NEEDED FOR CUTS,
FROZEN LIMBS,
OR ACCIDENTS
OF ANY KIND.
CHIL-BLAIN-

POSITIVELY Cures PILES
HAS BEEN

GOES TO THE VERY CITADEL OF PAIN AND PUTS

ALL ACHES TO FLIGHT.
NOTHING has EVER BEEN
FOUND SO GOOD FOR
FROST-BITEIT GIVES
SURE AND PERMANENT
RELIEF. WORTH TRYING

KEEP IT WITHIN REACH.

MEXICAN
MUSTANG
LINIMENT

FOR RHEUMATIC PAINS,
INFLAMMATION, STIFF
JOINTS, LUMBAGO, Etc,

MEXICAN
MUSTANG
LINIMENT

YOU COULD'NT BUY A

MEXICAN
MUSjTANG
LINIMENT

CURES SORE THROAT.
PUT A TEASPOONFUL IN
A HALF GLASSFUL OF
WATER & GARGLE Often.

MEXICAN
MUSTANG
LINIMENT
MEXICAN
MUSTANG
LINIMENT

TRY IT ON A SPRAINED
LEG IN YOURSELF OR IN
ANY OF YOUR STOCK.

FEW DROPS,
FEW RUBS
AND THE PAIN IS GONE.
A

A

BETTER LINIMENT IF
YOU TRIED-I- T'S
THE .
BEST, AND NEVER FAILS.
GOOD FOR MAN, BEAST
AND FOULTRY.

THE OUTSIDE
WITH THE LINIMENT.

ALSO RUB

I

PENETRATES the FLESH.
GIVES QUICK RELIEF
AND A POSITIVE CURE.

MECHANICS NEED IT ON
THEIR WORK-BENCFOR PAINS, ACHES AND
SORE MUSCLES.
THERE IS NOTHING SO
GOOD. RUB IT IN WELL

The LINIMENT of our

Forefathers.
1BMM11MMlMMMpjSMsJSMMfcaMWWMMIM

frost

CHARLES B. LINNEY,
Section Director.

THE STAND-AR-

LINIMENT for OVER
SIXTY YEARS.

Advertise your business.

It will pay.

T

E

BELEN,'

Belon U 31 miles smith of Albuquerque, N. M., ct the junc-

tion of the Main Line of the Santa Fc System

laid
1,000 business and residence lots, size 25x140 feet,
streets, with alleys 20 feet
out with broad 80 and
70-fn-

wide, with beautiful lake and public park and grand old
shade trees; public school house, costing $16,000; churchpopulation of 1,500 people;

sev-

eral large mercantile establishments; the Belen Patent Roller Mill, capacity 150 barrels daily; large winery; three hofor wool, flour, wheat, wine, beans and hay in Central New
Mexico.
Its importance as a great commercial railroad
city hi the near

future cannot

1

ALL

WLL M.

LIMITED

EXPRESS, MAIL AND
FREIGHT TRAINS OF THE SANTA FE WILL GO
FAST

OVER THE MAIN LINE THROUGH

TO

BELEN,

E ST AND WEST, NORTH AND SOUTH.
The lots offered are in the center ci the city,, well graded (many of them improved by cultivation) ; no sand or
.

first class bakery, tailor shop, shoe
house, jeweler, plumbing sho.; planing mill, ooal and wood
grsT.-l-

We need

a

yard, drug store, haraesn shop,
modem hotel.
Our priced of lots are

low

cash.

Two-third- s

etc... at?..,

alw

and terms on

title perfect; warranty deeds.

One-thir-

a

my

first

dm,

pay merit;

purchase money,

d

may remain on note, with mortgage

se-

per cent, interest thereat
Apply at once for map and prices, if you nh to nrrur
the choicest low, to

curity, for one year, with

JOHN BROKER, President.

estimated.

be

j

BELEN T0WPITE

TMen is the largest shipping point

tels, restaurants, eh;.,

n

Belen Town and
Improvement
Company
are owners of the

Old Mexico.

a

M

Future Railroad Metropolis of New Mexico,
of Santa Fe R'y
Located on Belen Ctit-of- f

The

-l- eading

East and Vcst from Chicago, Kansas City, Galveston and
Los Angeles, El Paso and
point? East to San Francisco,

es; Commercial Club;

W

7

906.

Santa Fe New Mexican, TtfeufeVi May I,

BEROER, Secretary.

.

The Belen Town and Improvement Company
f WWW

Ramon Duran, Fellpo Herrera, Juan
Atencto, Juan de J. Griego, all of

MIVMS.

HOTEL

TffTfT fTVTTfTfyi'

Km-bud-

N. M.

Any person who desires to protest
against the allowance of said proof,
or who knows of any substantial reason under the laws and regulations of
the Interior Department why such
proof should not be allowed will be
given an opportunity at the above
mentioned time and place to cross-ex- amine the witnesses of said claimant
and to offer evidence in rebuttal of
that submitted by claimant.
MANUEL It. OTERO,
Register.
John

Palace.
Misses Florence and Shirley Pack;
er, Boston; V. 15. Childers, Albuqwr-queJohn
A. A. Keen, Albuquerque;
W. Corbett, Estancia; C. L. Williams,
Willard; S. Llndauer, Chicago; F. L.
Wbilden and wife, Las Vegas; D. J.
Herron,-La- s
Vegas; J. A. Scoles, AlLas
McWhirter,
Gilbert
buquerque;
Howell,
W.
Frank
Dudley,
.Vegas;
Michigan--

.

Claire.
Neill B. Field, Albuquerque;
,
P. Wilson, Thoreau; It. G. Brecken-ridgeH.
Smith
SimpMonte Vista;
son and daughter, Taos; Mrs. Mary
Ohio and daughter, St. Louis; E. J.
WalOhamplin, Denver; Mr. and Mrs.
lace Nutting, New York.
Normandie.
John Meyers, Albuquerque; Joe E.
Napted, Las Vegas; E. R. Stewart,
Aztec; .1. L. Fitzgerald, Topeka; F. C.
Warner, Torrance; A. K. Wallace, San
Antonio; E. J. Jackson, Estancia.
Coronado.
Max. Ouite, Fortales; J. C. Peter- man, Estancia; L. M. Williams, Willard; Hugh Daugherty, Cowles.

(Small Holding Claim

No. 32S1.)

Notice for Publication.
Department of the Interior, United
Stater. Land Office, Santa. Fe, N. M.,
April 12, 1008,
Notice Is hereby given that, the following named claimant has filed notice of bin Intention to make final
proof In support, of his claim under
sections 1C and 17, of the act of March
3, 1891, (26 Stats. 854), as amended by
net of February 21, 1S93 (27 Stats.,
470), and that said proof will be made
before the register or receiver at Santa Fe, N. M., on the 24th day of May.
.
1906, viz.:
Diontcla Tnijillo de Lopez, widow of
Albino Lopez, deceased, for .the S2
NE4, S2 NW4, sec. 23. T 23 N. R 9 E.
He names the following witnesses
to prove his actual continuous, adverse
possession of said tract for twenty
years next preceding the survey of the
township, viz.:

KOK BEEF (JOKIN, GHO
pKOI'OSALS
cerios. etc. Pppnrtmeut of thfl interior
0. C.
Office of Indian AH'uirs, Washington,
March 2li, 19n6. Sealed proposals, plainly
marked on tlin outside of the envelope:
as thecap
"Proposal, for beef, corn," etc.,
may be, and addressed to the "Commissioner
of Indian Affairs, Washington, J. C." will
be received at the Indian Office until i
and
o'tloclip. tn. of Tnpsday, May 8.
then opened, for furnishing the Indian service with rolled barley, beef, corn. salt, cofl'ee.
powder, and other
sugar, tea, sonp, baking niacin
Hlds must be
out no
groceries
blanks. Schedules giving all necessary information for bidders will be
on application to the Indian Oflice.
Washington, D. C.ithe U S. Indian Warehouses at New York City, Chicago, III., St.
Louis. Mo.. Omaha. Nebr..ndSan Franeiwo,
the Commissary ot SubsiRtenca. U. S.
(?!.:
A
m hevennn. Win., the Quartermaster.
U. S. A., Seattlo, Wash., and the postmasters
ut Tucson, Portland, spokane, nud lacomn.
The Department reserves the right to reject
any and nil hlds, or any part of any hid. F.
E. I.KUPP, Commlssionor.

lti,

it
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PLACE YOUR PROPERTY.
Why in it that the firm of Hughes &
Delgado ure making a success of the
real estate business? It In because this
firm Is reliable and any property-placein their hands will be looked
after In a businesslike manner. Office
west of Plaza. '
BIENNIAL MEETING.
General Federation of Women's Clubs
St. Paul, Minn,, May 30th to
June 7th,
For this occasion the Santa Fe will
sell tickets to St. Paul and return from
Santa Fe, at the rate of $40.95 for
the round trip. Dates of sale May 26,
28, 29, 30, good for return limit June
11th. Tickets may be extended up to
and including July 15th, 1906.
H S. LUTZ, Agent.

No woman'

without children ; it
h her nature to love
and want them

asmuchsoasitis
to love the beau
tiful and oure.
Th.ft critical ordeal l.hrauorh which the exoectant mother must nass.
however,
fraught with dread, pain, suffering and danger, that the
very thought of it fills her with apprehension and horror. There is no
necessity for the reproduction of life to be either painful or dangerous.
The. use of Mother's Friend so prepares the system for the coming event
.
.
'Tl '
- - i'
I. .
inai li is ttaieiy passeuJ wuuuuc any Hanger, i ins great ana wonuenui
remedy is always ap-

iso
1

1

1

1

1

plied externally, and
has carried thousands
of women through the
trying crisis. without suffering.

-

NEWS NOTES

Kidney complaint kills more people
than any other disease. This is due
The official survey of the Westrope to the
disease being so insidious that,
lode mining claim in the old hat mina good hold on the system beit
gets
ing district of Pinal County has been fore it is
LOCAL TIME TABLE.
recognized. Foley's Kidney
approved by the surveyor general.
Cure will prevent the development of
Arrive.
Mayor Adamson of Douglas, wired fatal disease If taken in time. Ireland's
No. 721
12:01 p. in.
the relief committee at San Francis- Pharmacy.
6:1 5 p. m.
No. 72S
co the sum of $2,400 which bad "been,
9: 10 p. m.
raised by public subscription in that Parents will say their children are No. 72.
city.
Depart.
bad, hut won't stand it from others.
0:00 a. in.
Three United States prisoners have; What a man loses on the races ho No. 720
4:20 p. in.
No. 722
drawn tickets to Yuma prison at Phoe-- i often charges to running expenses.
some!
N
will
7:30
724
six
while
).
others
p. in.
spend
nix,
No. 722 connects wi.h No. 1 west.
time in jail. They were convicted on! EXCURSION TO "MY
the charges of selling liquor to In
No. 724 connects with No. 7 wesL
OLD KENTUCKY HOME."
dians.
No. 1 stops at all stations.
On Juno 11th, 12th and 13th the
No. 7 will stop at all stations, Lamy
The Ad.ona Smelting Company has Santa Fe will sell tickets to Louisville,
been requested to put in a. sampler at Kentucky, at one fare for the round to Albuquerque to discharge passenKelvin and it is probable they will do trip. The rate will be $40.10 from gers from Santa Fe.
so, an official of the company having Santa Fe. Return limit June 25th.
H. S. LUTZ, Agent.
practically given assurance that such Ticket can bo extended to 30 days
City Ticket Office, Craton Bllt., east
action would be taken.
from date of sale if desired. The side Plaza, Santa Fe. New Mexico.
The last carload of machinery for above rates are made on account of
the ice plant at Kelvin has arrived. "Home Coming Week for Kentucki-ans"- .
For particulars call on agents
It is strictly modern, and the new plant
D. &. R. G. SYSTEM
II, S. LUTZ,
will be an excellent one. The build-- j of the Santa Fe.
Santa Fe Branch.
Agent, Santa Fe, N, M.
ing for the new plant has been nearly
filfectlve December 10th, IMS.
completed, and the making of line ice!
will begin witiiin a month.
Rev. II. M. Campbell lias been In
No425
StUtlODI
No. 426. UlLKH
stalled as pastor of the Presbyterian
11:00a ,...0...,L...Snt
Fe
Ar.. 8:30p!
Church at Phoenix. Mr. Campbell has
I Hp
Lv
i2:Mp ...St..., " .. Hipanola
" .. 13:ki8,p
2:11
"...Kmbudo
some
the
time for
p ,.,!.,., '
been in Pueblo for
" .. U;Sp
,. Barranca
SsOOp . ,81..,,
" ., Ki:29p
benefit of his wife's health, but he
4:0zp ...81,... '" ...Servilleta
"
. iOMo
4:3a
...01....
...TreiHedraa
p
has decided that the Phoenix climate
" ., KlOp
If you want anything on earth try
:45p ..125.,.. " ...Antonlto
will be still more beneficial.
a New Mexican "ad."
' .. il;05 p
3:00 ..287.... " ...Pueblo
At the Iron Cap mine three shifts
4:35a ..831..., " ...Colo. Spring. " .. 9:40p
1 00 p
L
,
Denver
.
are employed sinking the shaft which
FOR RENTA brand new piano at 7:30a .406..., Ar...
Is
200
feet. Some water
has reached
$S6 per year. Apply New Mexican.
Trains stop at Rmhudo for dinner
coming In but is being easily handled
whero
good meals are served.
installed.
hy a small pump recently
"DESTRUCTION OF SAN FRANAntonlto for Durango, SlU'erton
At
Will
a
bo
continued
until
Sinking
CISCO." Best book. Large profits. and Intermediate points.
depth of 400 feet is reached before Act quick. Sample free. Globe ComAt Alamosa for Denver, Pueblo and
levels aro run.
pany, 723 Chestnut St., Phlla.
intermediate points via tho standO. M. Ross, formerly with tho rigard gauge line, via La Veta Pass or the
ging gang at the Copper Queen smelter
WANTED Agents to sell tea, cof- narrow gauge via Sallda, making the
at Douglas has tendered his resigna- fee, etc., on commission;
bond re- entire trip in daylight and passing
tion and will take a situation with quired; wagon furnished. Big money
the FAMOUS ROYAL GORGE
Foreman Clark at the C & A. Mr. for a hustler. Grand Union Tea Co,, through
also for all polnta on Creeda branch.
Ross contemplates a trip to Chicago Denver, Colo.
S. K. HOOPER,
and other eastern points before enterO. P. A., Denver, Colo
ing upon his new position.
FINE FRUIT RANCH FOR SALE.
A. rt BARNEY.
One of the best fruit ranches in
The Phoenix & Eastern is building
a very substantial bridge across the northern Santa Fe County, about twenGila River at Rlpsey wash, three miles ty miles from this city, Is for sale,
below Kelvin. The piers on either side at a bargain. For particulars apply to
are of heavy, masonry resting on bed Max. Frost,. Box No. , Santa Fe,
Effective MondayFebruary 26, 1906,
rock eighty feet beneath the river. New Mexico.
The main span of the bridge is 3G0
South Bound
North Bound
HOUSES TO RENT.
feet long, and the structure will cost
Ml
No 1
Statlom.
Alt I No 2
Houses to rent, lease or for sale,
$S5,000.
loca1 20
Lva. ... Santa Fe...Arr 7,0001 4.20
That Tucson's relief fund is appre- furnished 'or unfurnished, good
1 3
..Donaclana.,, " e,ew 4 01
ciated by the California sufferers and tions. Call on the reliable firm, Hughes 2. CO
Vega Blanea.. " 6,400 3. S
& Delgado.
Office west side of Plaza. a 25
" 6,060 3.10
...Kennedy,.,.
especially by the stricken cities, is
" 6,125 a.ro
2.A0
.....Clark
shown by a telegram received by the
8 40
.... Stanley,,,,, " 6,370 8 10
" 8,200 1.85
4.10
...
...Morlarty
FOR SALE Ten acres valley land 4 85
Arizona National Bank from Covernor
. ..Molotoih. .. "
1J6 1.10
most
25
in
room
house
the
C.
OR
new
"
A.
and
of
The
California.
Pardee
6,140112 4
George
...Bttanoia..,.
"
6.30
6.125,11.25
....Willard....
telegram is as follows: "Our heartfelt picturesque part of the beautiful Pe- ft.M
..Progreno... "" 6,210; 10. M
thanks to your people for tho $4,000. cos Valley. Spring of pure water, can 7.U
.... Blanea
6,285 IU.SM
8.15
...
Arr.
Torrance. .Lve 6,475 9 60
No present great distress or disturb- be piped into the house. This ranch
ance and no sickness here. George C. is located in the midst of the best
hunting and fishing grounds in New Connecting at Santa Fe, N. M., with
Pardee, Governor.'
Mexico and is especially suitabla for the Denver & Rio Grande Railroad for
A recent cave-IHelof ore bins at
vetia did considerable damage to the keeping summer boarders. Accessible all points in Colorado, Utah, Idaho,
smelter. When the ground on which by wagon. Can be had at a remark Montana, Washington, and the Great
the bins stood gave way, the ore ably low figure on easy terms. For Northwest
crushed against the smelter, turning further information call on or address
Connecting at Torrance for all
It over. The loss Is estimated at R. H. Hanna, Santa Fe, N. M.
points east and west with Golden State
Limited trains Nos. 43 and 44. Pullabout $5,000. C. T. Roberts, a welf!
man berths reserved by wire.
THE O, K. BARBER SHOP.
known mining man who 'happened to
For rates and information address
be riding past at the time also had a
Three First Class Barbers.
S. D. GRIMSHAW,
The Finest Bath Tubs.
very narrow escape from serious In- General Passenger Agent, Santa Fe,
Mr, Brooks Is In Charge of the
jury. His ability to ride and control
To and From Roswell.
his horse was all that saved him from
Shining Stand.
San Francisco St.
Connection made with Automobile
Santa Fe, N. M.
being thrown and perhaps fatally
Line at Torrance for Roswell daily.
The New Mexican carries a com Automobile leaves Torrance for Rosplete line of Spanish blanks. It will well at 4 a. m. and arrives at Roswell
ANNUAL MEETING.
pay you to inquire into the price and at 12 noon. Automobile leaves Roswell for Torrance at 1 p. m. and arrives
Benevolent and Protective
Order of quality.
at Torrance at 10 p. m. The fare beElks, Denver, Colorado,
tween Santa Fe and Torrance Is $6.65
July
HENRY KRICK
and between Torrance and Roswell
Sole Agent For
10. Reserve seats on automobile by
For the above occasion, the Santa
wire.
J. W. STOCKARD,
Lemp's St. Louis Beer
Fe will sell tickets to Denver and reManager Automobile Line,
turn at the rate of one fare $16.90, for Malls orders promptly attended to,
the round trip. Dates of sale July Montezuma Ave, Santa Fe, N. M.
We print all the latest and best
13th, 14th and 15th. Good for return
38,
news
Tbe New Mexican.
No,
Ttlaphons
j

wr.s

The Bradfield Regulator Co., Atlanta, Ga.

Coronado Hotel
The Best 50c Rooms in the Southwest.
Restaurant in Connection.
Short Orders Served Night and Day.
,
Regular Meals, 25c.
Serves First Class Spanish Dishes.
Everything in Season,
South Side Plaza.',
233 San .Francisco St:

,

1

1

C.-2-

n

Send for free book containing information of
priceless value to all expectant mothers.

THE

Santa Fe Central flail'y

happi

fiess can be complete

I

passage until August 20th. Low rates
from all points on the Santa Fe to
IT. S. LUTZ, Agent.
Denver.

ARIZONA

16-2-

PLAZA

BARBER

SHOP

WILLIAM E PARSC::S, Prop.
Leading Tonsorlcl Parlor In Santa Fx
Two Porcela'n Bath Tuts.
Hair Cutting a Specialty. Three First- -- Class
Barkers.
East Side of Plaza. South of 'Postal

Telegraph
FRATERNAL

Office.

SOCIETIES

MASONIC.
Montezuma Lodge No.
F. & A. M. Regu-

1, A.

lar communication first
Monday of each month
at Masonic Hall at 7:30
p. m.
H. F. STEPHENS, W, M.
ALAN R. McCORD, Cecy.

Santa Fe Chapter, No,
1, R, A, M. Regular
--

convocation 2nd Monday of each month at
Masonic Hall at 7:30
P. in.

S. SPITZ, H. P.
ARTHUR SELIGM'AN. Secy.

ImJ

y

j

Santa Fe Commanderv No.
T. Regular conclave
fourth Monday in each
month at Masonic Hall at
1, K.

W. BL GRIFFIN. E. C.
W. II. KENNEDY, Recorder.

:30p,

m,

Santa Fe Lodge of Perfection No. 1,
14th degree, Ancient and Accepted
Rite of 'Scottish Free Masonry meets
on the fourth Saturday of each month
at 7:30 o'clock In the evening In
Masonic Hall, south side of Plaza,
Visiting Scottish Rite Free Masons are
cordially invited to attend.
CHARLES FRANKLIN EASLEY, 32.
Venerable Master,
PERCY FRANCIS KNIGHT, 14, Sec.
I. O. O. F.

Santa Fe Lodge, No. 2, 1. O. O. F.,
meeta every Thursday evening In Odd
Fellows' Hall, San Francisco street.
Visiting brothers welcome.
MAX KALTER, N. Q.
DAVID L. MILLER, Secy.
KNIGHTS OF PYTHIAS.

Santa Fe Lodge, No. 2, Knights o.'
Pythias, Regular meeting every first
and third Tuesday evenings at 8
o'clock, Castle Hall temporarily with
Odd Fellows, San Francisco street.
Visiting Knights given a cordial and
fraternal welcome.
PAUL A. F. WALTER. C,

O.

J. S. OANDELARIO, K. R. S.
R. H. BOWLER, Master of Finance,
B. P. O. E.

Santa Fe Lodge, No. 460, B. P. O.
holds its regular session on the second
and fourth Wednesdays of each month,
Visiting brothers are Invited and wel
NORMAN L. KING, E. R,
come.
A. J. FISCHER, Secy.
FRATERNAL UNION.

Santa Fe Lodge, No. 259, Fraternal
Union ot America. Regular meetings
first and third Mondays in each month
at 8 o'clock p. m Odd Fellows' Hal!,
San Francisco street Visiting Praters welcome.
R. L. BACa, Fraternal Master,
DAVID GONZALH3. Secy.
MAGGIH O. MONTOYA, Treas.

"

G. LUPE HERRERA,

Proprietor.

SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.

i

If you cannot afford to pay for
dally paper, subscribe for the Weekly
New Mexican Review sad get tke
cream of the week's doings. It is a
good paper to arid to your Mends.

'
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ENTERTAINMENT

CO.

S

250 San Francisco Street.
Grocery Telephone No. 4. Meat Market Telephone

ARE YOU

Given to Secure
Spieridid Program
Funds for San Francisco
Sufferers.,..

Fraught with laughable minstrelsies,
excellent vocal and lnsrtumental music, pantomines, and oUher features,
the entertainment given, last night by
the Citizens' Relief Committee, at
auditorium of the Sisters of Loretto,
for the beMflt of the San Franclsc0
sufferers, was by far the best attraction seen here this season. In spite
of the &hort Ume ln whidl thpse who
part had tQ reheM8e the affalr
pasged off Jfl splendJd shape and
unanImoM decision of all who, attend-chees-

No.

No. 49.

CHEESE.
Our stock of October made double
cream New York cheese is still hold'
;ng out. October made cheese is gen
orally conceded to be the best. Per
pound 25c. Now In stock. Imported
and domestic Swiss cheese Llmbur- ger, Edam, Pineapple, P.ayles Potted
and brick cheese. Best Wis- - d wag
the entertainment-com-conslcream cheese 20c.
mittee could not have done better In
FANCY TEAS.
'selecting the talent. Morrison's or- We sell some excellent lines of tea'chestra opened the program and at
cents per intervals played appropriate selections,
at seventy and seventy-fivBrand,) As entertainers, the Elks minstrels
include
Tree
These
pound.
Chase and Sanborn's and Upton's. In added to their popularity last night,
CREAM.
addition to these we offer light of Their songs were appropriate, well
We find that sales of canned cream
India and Ceylon at $1 per tooted, their jokes were new, their
increase during the warm weather.
e
and we have only just added cal hits were amusing and yet
We have a number of the leading
and Sanborn's line of fancy tained nothing at which offense could
brands.
In sealed be taken. Frank Owen and Norman
Leas. Those are packed
doz. $1.35
20 oz. cans Carnation 12
each, and L. King acted as end men, and they
pound
20 oz. cans Columbine 10c, doz. $1.10. canisters,
35c per canister. There are succeeded in keeping the audience In
sell
for
IG oz. Rocky Mountain
5c, doz. 55c.
and the a continual uproar.
three kinds; the
5 oz. cans Pet. 5c, doz. 60c.
The make up of Mr. Owen, which
are especially adapt-breakfast
English
Other brands at reasonable prices.
ed for serving at afternoon tea3 with was that of a typical black faced
CANNED PEAS.
The Oolong Is a selection of strel, was in itself enough to cause
Our success with Sunburst brand
the youngest and finest leaves from many a laugh. The most noticeable
peas this year has been very gratify- the best
gardens in the island of For- - parts of his costume were a "diamond
ing.
mosa and we offer it to those who ring," the size of an ordinary potato,
2 lb. cans Extra Sifted 15c, doz. $1.00.
apprecite the delicate flavor of that a 'huge red neck tie, covering the
2 lb. cans E arly June, can 12
greater part of his anatomy, and a
delightful beverage.
doz. $1.35.
ig trace chain, Which covered the
PIPES.
2 lb. cans
12
can
Marrowfat,
remainder of his vest, and served for
Our line of pipes and smokers' arti- a watch chain. In Ms
doz. $1.25.
song "Every- cles is constantly being improved and llOrlv Works Vint FSi.fhnr " ha hrrmvht
FANCY MARK JAVA.
It is the finest flavored coffee grown
was repeatedly
on the island. Packed by Chase and pine for 15c. genuine briar. We have encored. Norman
who sang and
King,
Sanborn in one pound grey packages them for 2 c
up to $7. Also a line ttold jokes, had a make-uequally lu
of bits, cleaners, pouches, etc.
or in bulk. Per pound 40c.
dicrous and shared in the applause,
i
Jose D. Sena, who possesses a rich
tenor voice, sang two Spanish songs
and at their conclusion the audience
IFRA.NC1SCO DELlMDO.
LEVI A. HUGHES.
showed its appreciation by long and
HUGHES & DELGADO.
hearty applause. The others, who took
part in the minstrels were O. C. Wat:
JY.
son, Clarence Pierce, Carl A. Bishop,
We bave some choice property for the person with small capital and also
R.
F.
Stevenson, Frak Craodall, A. J.
rare bargains for the wealthy. Let us show you our Ut of property.
C. W. Fairfield, and Thomas
Fischer,
:
M.
:
:
:
N.
Office West Side of Plaza,
Fe
Santa
P. Gable, the last acting as middle
man.
A pretty feature of the entertainment was the Grecian posing by the
WRITE TODAY FOR OUR BEAUTIFUL
young ladies of Loretto Academy. tablish a
postoffice at the new town
JEWELRY CATALOG No.49. With the assistance of calcium lights, and
station of Mcintosh on EARTHQUAKE
MARKET REPORT.
railway
Wc show many articles from our fine several beautiful effects were created. the Santa Fe Central Railway about
SHOCKS
ARIZONA
r
Miss Bertha L. Jaedicke played a
stock ot Diamonds, Watches, Jewelry
65 miles south of this city. The pubMONEY AND METALS.
and Silverware. Prices are attractive. We ship on ap- ; piano solo and A. R. McCord sang two lic land In
JEWELERS
the vicinity of the town Six Buildings at Ehrenburg Thrown to
New York, May 1. Money on call
all
proval and pay
shipping expenses on mail orders. .bass solos. The selections were well has been entered
4TH 8c BROADWAY '
by homestead settlers
the Ground by Tremblor that Does
CATALOG FREE.
WRITE FOR IT TODAY 'received and both showed themselves for a
strong and higher, 410; prime merLOS ANGELES
radius of a half dozen miles and
Much Damage.
cantile paper,.
musicians of ability.
sliver, 66.
the necessity for a postofflce at that
ixew iorK, May l. Lead and copper
One of the prettiest features was
is absolute and immediate.
A severe earthquake shock was felt
firm; unchanged.
"Babes in Toyland" under the direction point
About 1,000 people will receive their Saturday morning at Quartzite, near
St. Louis, May 1. Spelter $5.97
of Miss Emily Walter. The solo part
mall there. As soon as the petition Prescott, Arizona, according to a spewas sung by Miss Walter as Miss Su
GRAIN.
is signed, it will be forwarded to Dele- cial from that place.
The buildings
sanna Cotton, a colored "mammy" and
Chicago, May 1 WheatMay, 78
W. H. Andrews in Washington received so severe a shaking that some
gate
j In the chorus she was assisted
by the with the request to present It to the of them were almost torn from their
July, 79
Corn May, 47
Genevieve
j Misses May Bergere,
July 46
foundations. At Ehrenburg, In the
and
have
favorable
postmaster
general
Anita Baca, Frances Hinojos,
Oats
32
May,
same
July 31
and speedy action taken thereon.
vicinity, the tremblors were of
Ramona Baca and Hope Wiley, who
even greater severity, and six buildPORK, LARD AND RIBS.
were dressed as pickaninnies.
Pork May, $15.55; July, $ll85.
ings were thrown to the ground. Con
Fred A. Young played a clarionet
Lard May, $8.60; July, $8.75.
siderable damage was done to prop,
THE
TALLMADGE
solo, Miss Libbie Taylor gave a selecRibs May, $8.45; July, $8.65
tion on the violin and Mrs. Alan R.
INDICTMENTS erty along the river banks.
WOOL MARKET.
McCord sang two soprano solos. The
St. Louis, May I. Wool steady and
MEMORIAL
selections were well rendered
Grand
Roswell
Finds
Four
CHAPEL FOR
New
and
Jury at
unchanged.
N. M. much aprpeciated,
PLAZA : : : SANTA
WEST SIDE
Ones Charging Violation of U. S.
MILITARY
INSTITUTE
Boston wool Market.
As clever a bit of amateur
Land
Law.
acting
Boston, May 1. Wool market quiet
has
ever
been
seen
on
local
the
(as
Generous Bequest of the Late Mrs. and firm, most of the manufacturers
Latest advices from Roswell are to
stage was the cake walk and clogs
Mabel D. Lea of Dallas,
have substantial supplies and the chief
given by Edward Ehle and five pick the effect that the three Tallmadge
Texas.
buying is from mills" which are purin
ninnies. The girls in this cast had brothers and their
chasing small quantities of raw mabeen well drilled and did their part whose cases plea3 of abatement on
terial.
Mrs.
her
Mabel
D.
ay
will,
Lea,
splendidly. Mr. Efole and his picka certain counts of the Indictments widow of
j
STOCK MARKET.
the
C. Lea, has
late
Joseph
them
were
In
sustained
were
the
forced to respond to four against
ninnies
to
the
MiliNew
bequeathed
Mexico
Closing Stocks.
encores. In one he appeared with Do- United States Court of the Fifth JuAtchison, 86
preferred 100
lores Bergere as a tiny pickaninny, dicial District now sitting in Roswell, tary Institute, nt Roswell, all the
New York Central, 132
on four indict- property of the estate at Roswell for
which was one of the most delightful have been
Pennsylvania, 135
ments in which the same offenses as the purpose of building a memorial
features of the evening.
Southern
to
be
known
Pacific, 62 ..
as
chapel
the
D.
Joseph
The program was concluded by in the first indictments are charged.
Union Pacific, 142
Lea
Mrs.
Lea
died
chapel.
preferred, 93.
at
are
Dallas,
These
subornation
of
for
Lnaries E. Phipps and Maud Pefley
perjury,
a
Copper, 100
short
time
Texas,
Her
husband
ago.
Morton C. Miller, Secretary and Manager.
and
to
defraud
the
vaudeville
perjury
who
conspiiacy
introi'nipps,
artists,
Steel, 39; preferred, 104
duced clever musical features.
government out of the title and use had been one of the pioneers of Uhe
of public lands in certain desert land lower Fecos Valley. LlvE STOCK.
Good Work By Committee.
Much of the credit for the success entries made In the Roswell Land DisKansas City, Mo., May 1. Cattle-Rec- eipts
of the entertainment belongs to Ed trict and in which the Tallmadges are INJURED BY FLYWHEEL.
12,000, including 200 south
ward Ehle, a popular young man in interested. The government officials
erns; sieaay. native steers $4.30(0)
on
6.00;
Santa Fe, who from the start ' has are of the opinion that the fact that An Elizabethtown
southern steers, $3.755.25;
Mining Man Pain- southern
taken an active part in the work of the second grand jury found a second
cows, $3.5O4.00;
native
and Dangerously Hurt While
fully
cows and heifers, $2.505.15; stackers
making the affair a success. Mr. Ehle batch of Indictments proves that the
TAXES PAID.
RENTS COLLECTED
Work.
at
and feeders, $3.004.90; bulls, $3,000
is not only an entertainer of ability government has a good case against
the defendants. That there will be anNcn-Rfsidctbut
he
has
himself,
the
knack
of
teachw.
of
P. Mclntyre of Elizabethtown, 4.25; calves, $3.006.0O; western. fed
Attended to.
Business
The rehearsals of the other hard fight in these proceedings was badly hurt last week while at steers, $3.605.25; western fed ows,
ing others.
Elks' minstrels were all under his is certain.
worii m the Deep Tunnel mine. His $2.504.35.
10,000;
Sheep
Receipts
strong. Mutdirection, the Babes in Toyland, so
left ankle was crushed by the flywheel
tons,
lambs,
$4.506.15;
out
carried
cleverly
$5.57.25;
Miss
of the gasoline engine so that Uhe
by
Emily GRAND ARMY
-range wethers, $5.O06.3O; fed ewes,
Walker and the six little girls was albones
from the $4.256.0O.
splintered
so the result of his efforts, and the
ENCAMPMENT flesh. He was alsoprotruded
injured
Internally
Chicago, May 1 Cattle receipts
feature in which he himself appeared
but may recover.
i
5,000 steady;
beeves $46.10; cows
was one of the best on the program. Members of the Local Post to Attend
and heifers $1.75 5.10; stackers and
He has had a great deal of experience
Meeting in Las Cruces Fine
CITY OF MEXICO VIA SANTA FE, feeders
$2.754.80; Texans $3.90
in theatrical work and in the benefit
Program.
$43.65.
4.70.
entertainment
did
himself
One fare for the round trip, dates
justice.
103 Palace Avenue.
Tnont No. 161.
Sheep receipts 16,000, strong; sheep
The entertainment netted the reDepartment Commander Jacob Welt of Bale April 25th to May 5th, return
lambs $4.755.75.
$3.857.75;
lief committee $287.50, the seating ca- mer will leave tonight for Las Cruces limit
July 31st.
to
d
attend the twenty-thirannual en
pacity of the house being taxed to its
Also on June 25th to July 7th, reAn advertisement in the New Mexilimit. Tickets were disposed of by campment of the Department of New turn limit
15th. Also Sepcan
is always effective. Why? Bethe following' young women: Miss E. Mexico, Grand Army of the Republic, tember 3d September
to 14th inclusive, return
THE ORIGINAL
cause it reaches the people.
Manderfield 55; Miss N. Otero 50: to be held in that city May 2 and 3. limit October 31st. Liberal
stop overs
Mrs. J. W.
47; Miss L. T&y- Mr. Weltmer will be accompanied by allowed.
OLD : CURIO : STORE lor 38; MissRaynolds
R- John
Alena Ortiz 28; Mrs. A. Judge
McFie, past departJust like Santa, Fe all the way.
J. Fischer 25; Mrs. C. J. Omndall 20- - ment commander;
Candelario Marti- Call on any agent for Information.
J. S. CANDELARIO, PROP.
Mrs. James Sellgman 20; MissH. Di- - nez John Ci Hull JoSe Maria Garcia,
H.S.LUTZ,
San Francisco St.
D.
ibert 12; Miss Mary Morrison 12: Mrs ,and several other members of Carlton
M.
Santa
N.
Agent,
Fe,
1.
No.
W. H. Kerr, 7.
Post,
We Are Headquarters for the Best As202 Water Street,
General James Tanner, commander-in-chie- f
Telephone No 30.
MARRIAGE LICENSE LAW.
sortment of
of the Grand Army of the ReThe-- ' new
marriage license law reOffice Hours :
OFFICIAL MATTERS.
public, and his staff will be present
CURIOS AND CHIMAYO AND NAVA-Hquires
clerks to post three
probate
a
and
fine
1 to 3
program has been arranged.
INDIAN BLANKETS.
ra., except Wednesday
p..
iS eXDeeted that thevo toIII Haw a copies of the new law in conspicuous
"
It
.
" places in each
acd Sunday.
i
i oi. uame warden.
precinct. The New
1
"ppoinimeni
Is be- large attendance and
As Previously announced, Governor Ing done to make the everything
Mexican
has
law
printed the
neatly
encampment sue- PRIVATE HOSPITAL
Hagerman this forenoon made the for- - cessful. All elected department offl- - on cardboard and Is now ready to fill
- cers win
orders in English or Spanish at fifty
First class accommodations for
viuviai
winoi
make
for
ayyui'mmeni
the
last
reports
Drawn Work, Baskets, Pottery and Iniam E. Griffin of this city to be ter- - year regarding the work that has been cents for each poster. Probate clerks
limited number of patients.
dian Curios in the United States.
mortal fish and game warden, ...vice done in their respective departments. should enter their orders immediately,
New operating rooms completely
jPage B. Otero, who has held the po- - The commander of Phil Sheridan Post as the new law went into effect " on
We Mine Our Own Turquoise.
(sItlon since its creation. Mr. Griffin No., 17 will appoint an officer of the April . 1905.
equipped with modern Instruthis forenoon, received his day and an officer of the guard to
ments.
panned
Faradic, galvanic
nn ,v1io
1
coission and has entered upon the serve during the sessions of the en- - Citizens are availing themselves of
) 7
and static electricity.
,
k,
the opportunity of securing rubber
and Radiographic work.
PCMk
Postofflce Needed at Mcintosh.
,
7J
Trd
stamps at reasonable rates and are
Vloletnays, Phototherapy,
We print the latest and best new- s- responding to the New Mexican PrintPetltions are being circulated pe- IZ vlrv best.n
.eeP
Ozone Generator, Etc.
and our prices
(titioningr the postmaster general to es- - The New Mexican.
ing Company's advertisement rapidly.
u
i
are 'low.
STRAWBERRIES.
We are now receiving fresh California strawberries daily. They are
the dark red strawberries and of very-gooquality.
FRESH VEGETABLES.
The people appreciate our efforts to
give them fresh vegetables in the best
a
condition. Our mist machine is
decided success. Now have young
onions, head and hot house lettuce,
rhubarb, asparagus, radishes, spinach,
parsley, etc. Try us, and see how
much we have improved this depart.
ment.
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Then Save Labor
By Using
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HOUSEHOLD AMMONIA
PURE BORAX
WASHING SODA
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DISINFECTANTS
DEODORANTS AND
GERMCIDES
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230 San Francisco Street
Santa Fe,
P. S. No Trouble to Show Goods.

Insurance and Real Estate

fy.
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OUR PI ACE
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Proprietor.

Fine Wines, Liquors and Cigars.
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AND REALTY CO.
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3--

3--
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Situations of all kinds Secured Real
Estate Bought, Sold and Exchanged.

Money Lent

Approved Security.
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FOR SALE AT A BARGAIN:
A Nice 7 Room House. Large
Lot.

Good Location.

Plenty of

Fruit Trees.
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